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EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK

REMEMBER WHERE YOU’RE GOING

R

eading Ferry de Bakker’s articles always
impresses me with how well prepared he
is for his travels. I don’t mean that the
way it would’ve once meant – meaning he had
packed his socks, and underwear, had items he
would need when he got to his destination. Being
prepared would’ve meant doing a bit of research,
having a guide book and a map, perhaps. Having
never seen Ferry pack his bags, my guess is that
they are very organized, but how well prepared
he is in that way, I really don’t know.

FLOYD COWAN
TAKES A
LOOK AT THE
DIFFERENCE IN
TRAVEL TODAY
COMPARED TO FORWARD PLANNING
What I mean is that Ferry knows what he is going
WHAT IT WAS to do once he gets to his destination. He knows
JUST A FEW what restaurants he wants to enjoy, he knows if
YEARS AGO. there are museums worthy of his time. This is
how the Internet has changed travel – we have all
the information in the world to be well prepared
for our travels, even if we forget to pack the
toothbrush.
When I started travelling with my parents,
they may have been well-prepared for the trip,
but often they knew little about the places
we would visit. I remember one Saturday we
travelled 90miles up the 97 Cariboo Highway
in British Columbia to Quesnel. We didn’t know
what we would see there. We found a restaurant
to have apple pie and ice cream, coffee and
Coke. We took in the views of the Fraser River
and then we drove home. We didn’t take any
pictures, but we enjoyed the day.

TOWERS, PYRAMIDS AND THE TAJ
Before I saw the Eiffel Tower, before I saw the
Pyramids, before I visited the Taj Mahal, I knew
what they looked like. When I got to each of the
places I thought, that is the Eiffel Tower, that’s
the Pyramids, that’s the Taj Mahal, but what I
didn’t expect was the experience of being there.
In Paris, there was a great sense of place, people
chilling on the lawn in the park around the Tower,
people in line to go up the Tower. In Egypt it
was the sense of history, the desert, the wonder
of these enigmas. In India, it was the setting,
the beauty of the marble, the peace inside the
chaos, the story.
While they looked familiar each places was
different. If you go there just to take a picture,

you are missing the experience. The sense of
place is so important to feel.

CREATING THE EXPERIENCE
But what Ferry does, as do many people, is he
creates the experience before he gets there.
The Internet provides the opportunity to get
all the information you need, and design your
trip before you pack the socks or forget the
toothpaste. This is superb because people can
more fully enjoy the time they have. It allows the
opportunity to fully experience on your terms.
A mobile phone could’ve changed my
experience of places – even without all the smart
apps. I’ve been lost in places, separated from
my travelling partners, going in circles with
no way of making contact. Now I don’t worry
about getting separated. A simple text message
reunites us.

MORE THAN ICONIC PICTURES
The Internet and devices have changed travel
immeasurably, but if you think that travelling is
all about taking the iconic picture that you’ve
seen on Facebook and Instagram, with or without
your grinning face in the foreground, arms
length away, then you will miss the real value of
travelling. The experience and the memories.
When we travelled, back in the day, it was with
a feeling of discovery. That sense of finding
something new and rare and amazing is being
lost because you’ve seen the trailers so many
times it is just all too familiar. I guess that is why
many people are lining up to go to Mars.
I never took a picture of a Quesnel that day,
but I remember scenes as if I’d been there
yesterday. Memory is a marvelous thing – don’t
let your smart phone or camera take it away
from you.

Floyd Cowan
Editor-in-Chief
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On Safari at

SETTLERS DRIFT
WE WERE STOPPED. THE LIONS WERE WALKING TOWARDS US. I’VE BEEN ON A
NUMBER OF SAFARIS BEFORE AND FOR THE MOST PART I WAS DISAPPOINTED.
BUT NOT THIS MORNING. NOT YESTERDAY. NOT AT KARIEGA GAME RESERVE
IN SOUTH AFRICA, WRITES FLOYD COWAN.
THE LION PASSED WITHIN FEET OF US.

Y

ou know it is not going to be an average
day when you wake up before the alarm
goes off. Those mornings when you’ve
slept little all night, when you’re not at
home, when you have to be up in the
dark, you know this will not be an average day at a
game reserve in South Africa.

GOODBYE MY FRIENDS
I woke up the previous morning in The Radisson
Blu Hotel, Port Elizabeth knowing it was the last
day our group of writers from SE Asia would
be together. We had driven from Cape Town
to Stellenbosch and along the Garden Route,
experiencing adventures and enjoying the bounty
of South Africa. We’d divide into three and go off
to different safari locations.
The groups were chosen by flight times. This
resulted in my being paired with two charming
Vietnamese, Le Huong Giang and Tran Viet Dung.
We would be settled into Settler’s Drift, part of

HELICOPTOR TOUR OVER
PORT ELIZABETH

the Kariega Game Reserve. I was disappointed at
being separated from our local tour guide, Warren
Morris. He is very personable and has great local
and general knowledge. If you are in Cape Town
looking for a guide, I highly recommend him.

THE FRIENDLIEST CITY
This day starting in Port Elizabeth would be
quite incredible too. Port Elizabeth has two nick
names: The Windy City and The Friendliest City.
Fortunately, we learned more about how friendly it
could be rather than how windy.
After breakfast we drove to the International
Airport, not to the departure terminal but to John
Huddlestone’s Helicopter Charter & Training office.
John wasn’t there, but Kelvin who is a pilot and
takes care of Flight Operations, was. Kelvin told
us we would be going up in groups of three in the
Robinson R44. John has over 23,000 flying hours,
mostly in Robinson helicopters. The company has
three R44s, two R22s, and one fixed wing Savana
and one Sky Ranger.

AFRICAN ADVENTURE
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THE BUSHMANS RIVER CUTTING
THROUGH SETTLERS DRIFT.

UP UP & AWAY
“You won’t be flying with John today,” Kelvin stated,
“but she is an experienced pilot with 2000 hours
of flying and was trained by John.” Lourinda
Huddleston was at the controls. For sightseeing
a helicopter is great as it is not so high and not
so fast. We went out north over the edge of the
city, over its freeways, along the coast to a point
where we could see the Radisson Blu before we
gently settled down again. It wasn’t a long trip, but
certainly enjoyable.
Our group broke up and we departed for
Settler’s Drift which was about a two-hour drive
away, 80ks, as it included a coffee break. In
addition to great coffee at Nanaga Farm Stall there
was an excellent variety of souvenirs, condiments,
clothes, stuffed animals, toys and a market of fresh
fruit and vegetables.

INTO THE WILDERNESS
The highway cut through wilderness, humpbacked
with hills, plains and forest, passed small
settlements. We were soon turning off the
pavement and facing a large gate that opened and
allowed us into the Game Reserve.

NANAGA FARM STALL

NANAGA FARM STALL
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“This is a place where you would be
happy wiling the day away”

SETTLERS DRIFT

In a short time,
we reached a small
group of buildings,
and a wooden walkway
that lead down to
the Bushman’s River.
Drinks were available as
we awaited the boat to
take us to Settler’s Drift
lodge.

SETTLERS DRIFT

ON THE
BUSHMAN’S
As we motored along
the Bushman’s we had
good views of the birds,
including large white
egrets, grey herons
and wagtails, curious
giraffes strolled through
the brush.
I posted pictures of
myself on Facebook –
which is not something
I do very often. I was
in my element as

I enjoyed a beer and gazed at the landscape.
Arriving at a small wooden jetty there was a Toyoto
Land Cruiser, safari edition, waiting to take us to
Settlers Drift lodge.

LUXURY LODGE
Welcome drinks and cold towels awaited us
when we pulled up in front of the lobby. I was
immediately charmed by the beauty of the open
spacious lounge / dining area with vast windows,
high ceilings, fireplace, wicker sofas, leather chairs.
Outside there was a firepit with a circular sofa
around it. All designed to enjoy the views. There
is a bar and a small shop with lots of souvenirs.
This is a place where you would be happy wiling
the day away. As we were only there overnight, that
opportunity eluded me.
There are nine luxurious tented safari suites
with canvas roofs. Each suite has an indoor and
outdoor shower, bedroom and living room and
a private deck which is a great viewpoint. My
room was amazing. Vast, it was. I had little time
to unpack but still managed to get things spread
over a great area. I repacked my backpack for the
afternoon drive into the game reserve.

AFRICAN ADVENTURE
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WILDERNESS WAYNE
Wayne, a game ranger who grew up in this area,
was our guide and driver. He demonstrated over
and over how well he knows the land, the terrain,
the plants and animals. Mother and daughter,
Caroline and Isobel (Izy) Steane, were already in
the Land Cruiser, which was loaded with two ice
boxes. Wayne gave us a briefing mostly about what
we should not do – such as stand up in the vehicle,
especially when animals are near.
The road bulldozed through the wilderness
was rough, often just two dirt tracks. We bounced
around, especially going downhill and around
corners and going up hill and on straight stretches.
I was sitting in the last seat in the roofless vehicle
that was higher than the ones in front that tiered
down. Our first destination was up a steep hill. We
parked then did a short climb to a lookout point
with views of a great plain to a distant horizon.
Below the precipitous drop was the Bushman’s
River. What a view! As we took it in, I noticed
something moving along a ridge. “Those are
dussies,” Wayne said of what looked like small furry
balls scurrying on the steep slope.

ANIMALS EVERYWHERE
Wayne told us about the flora and fauna – such as
the Painted Brush Lily, details about the elephants,
pointing out birds, talking about the relationship
between animals. We saw many giraffe – I loved
their gangly gait that made them look as if they
were running in slow motion. The impalas, in
contrast, darted about in super-fast motion.
We passed an eland with magnificent horns,
taking a break at the side of the road. There were
many animals milling around as we circled about
and were rewarded when a family of elephants
came tramping out of the bush. A big bull and
his female partner, two older children and a baby,
made their way along the edge of the grassland.
They were all in a playful mood.

EACH HAS A ROLE
The baby rolled on the ground, looking very
adorable. Playing to the audience Daddy grabbed
a tremendously long root and ripped it out of the
ground and munched on it. “Did he kill the tree? Le
Huong Giang asked.
“That tree is done for,” Wayne responded. “That
is one of the roles of the elephant, to keep the bush
invading the grassland. They create space for new
vegetation and spread the seeds of the tree.” All the
animals play a role in the environment. If anyone
of them were to disappear it would have severe
repercussions.
www.asianjourneys.com.sg | August/September 2019 AsianJourneys
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determined we should start the morning safari
earlier, at 5:00am. Luckily Caroline and Izy were in
agreement. They are experienced travelers. Having
been on many safaris they realized it doesn’t always
go according to script.
I joined Le Huong Giang and Tran at our table
and the meal began with a glass of South African
wine, and then corn soup, steak with rice and a
fantastic cheese platter. Though we’d been together
for a week this was the first time I had a real
chance to talk with my Vietnamese friends. It was
GUIDE AND GAME RANGER WAYNE

an ambient evening in this safari lodge, with the
fireplace now ablaze and the sense of anticipation
that we would see lions in the morning. I wasn’t
optimistic as not one safari I’ve been on had we
seen the big cats.

LUCK OF THE DRAW

SUNDOWNERS

AN EARLY START

With the sun closing in on the horizon Wayne drove
to the edge of an escarpment giving us excellent
views and a place to watch the sun go down. The
hood of the Land Rover became the counter for the
tray of snacks and several bottles of alcohol from
which Wayne made Sundowners. We sipped drinks
and watched as the light faded away leaving a very
thick night.
It was exciting driving through the night with
animal eyes glittering in the dark. Wayne’s powerful
light illuminated them. We were welcomed again
upon our return to Settlers Drift and told that
dinner was ready as soon as we wanted it.

Before we split up, we
made plans for the
following day. We would
be picked up at 9:30
as our flight was at
13:00, departing Port
Elizabeth Airport for OR
Tambo International in
Johannesburg where
we would make our
connection to Dubai
and, for me, on to
Singapore. Wayne

Dinner over Le Huong Giang and Tran retreated
to their suites while I took my glass of wine and
cheese to join Caroline and Izy. I filled them in on
the trip I was on.
“How were you so lucky to come to Settler’s
Drift? Caroline asked, “It is the best of the lodges.”
“Luck of the draw.”
“We’ve seen more animals in a shorter time on
this trip, than we have on any others,” said Izy.
By the end of the trip we would see elephants,
giraffes, buffalo, impala, buffalo, white and black
rhinos, wildebeest, zebras, many birds, including
the graceful egrets, ostrich and more.

AWAKE IN THE NIGHT
The alarm was set for 4:30am. Everything was
packed that wouldn’t be needed in the morning.
Not packed were clothes for the safari and different
clothes for the long trip back to Singapore.
I mentioned the canvas roof as these luxurious
suites are ‘tents’ of sorts. About 2:00am the wind
picked up and rippled the roof. It startled me awake

AFRICAN ADVENTURE

as I wasn’t sure what was making the noise and
where it was coming from. It was as if someone
was in the room rustling about. After a few minutes
I determined what was happening, but from then
it was a restless not much sleep night until it was
time to get up.

LOOKING FOR LIONS
I found the light switch and woke the room, pushing
back the shadows. I washed but didn’t shower as
there was no time to waste. We had to go find lions,
which might not be easy, and then get back and
repack. Then I would shower.
We gathered in the dark, quiet lobby and then
went into the night in the Land Rover. Food to eat on
the go had been prepared. At 5:00am we set off. We
roved under the mostly starless sky as high cloud
was helping create a ‘green drought.’ After half an
hour we reached a gate in the fence that confined
the lions and the rhinos in their territory. Overnight
rain had made the trail muddy and Wayne spotted
paw prints. The dark slowly gave way to light as we
prowled near the fence and then drove to a high
spot that gave us a view of the landscape. Wayne
spotted lions in the distance, making their way up a
slope, walking away from us.

them. We came out at
a clearing as the lions
came over a hill, passed
two Land Rovers and
walked directly towards
us. There was quite a
number of them.
Two females
frolicked with each
other, running about
and play fighting.
The males were more
sedate, just going
where they were going,
some keeping their
distance. One old
male, who didn’t seem
to have a care in the
world, walked right at
our vehicle. We were
told that as long as
we stayed still, didn’t
stand in the vehicle,
they would ignore us.
They were used to the
vehicles; they were just
part of the landscape.

PRIDE OF LIONS
There were two other vehicles in the vicinity, and
all wee in touch giving each other intel on the lions.
Wayne didn’t go where I expected him to, but took a
different route away from the lions, circling around

TOO OLD FOR
SCHOOL
The old lion came so
close I could see the

11

scars on his face and head. He was a battle tested
veteran and as I looked him over, he looked up and
we made eye contact, just feet away. This wasn’t
good and I quickly looked away. He turned his head
and lumbered on. Later when I told Le Huong Giang
about this she replied, “He probably thought you
were too old to eat.”
It’s nice to have friends.

A DELICIOUS DAY
We crossed the reserve, saw zebras, a black rhino,
impalas and a white rhino with her one-and-a-halfmonth-old baby. It looked at the world in wonder.
“We don’t say how many rhinos we have because
we don’t want poachers coming after them, Wayne
stated.” Their horns, the target of the poachers, are
cut off to discourage them.
Breakfast was a choice of coffee or hot
chocolate and a selection of cookies. Presented on
a counter that fit onto the front of the Land Rover,
it was a most delicious offering. It was an excellent
morning and we were all too soon back to the
lodge. Our driver was waiting for us when I reached
the lobby, and so the long trip home began.

KARIEGA GAME RESERVE
Situated on South Africa’s malaria-free Garden
Route, Kariega Game Reserve spans 10,000
hectares of pristine wilderness. It is home to the
Big 5 and is a paradise for birdlife. A variety of
safari activities are offered including twice daily
game viewing from open safari vehicles with
qualified game rangers, river cruises, guided bush
walks, canoeing, river fishing and beach trips
by boat. Spa treatments are available. There are
five safari lodges - Settlers Drift in Kariega Game
Reserve, River Lodge, Ukhozi Lodge, Main Lodge
and The Homestead.v

Pocket Guide
Kariega Game Reserve
T:+27 (0)41 581 2606
reservations@kariega.co.za
www.kariega.co.za
Helicopter Charter & Training
23 Windermere Road, Humewood,
Port Elizabeth 6001
www.helicoptercharter.co.za
helichar@iafrica.com
Windward Coach Charters
Warren Morris – Tour Guide
W: windward.co.za

www.asianjourneys.com.sg | August/September 2019 AsianJourneys
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AIR TRAVEL CAN LEAVE
YOU HOT AND COLD
QANTAS OFFERS COLD COMFORT
AS GREG HACKETT SMILES AND
TAKES AIRPORT ADVENTURES IN
HIS STRIDE.

H

ave no fear
of burning
your
mouth
when
eating the inflight
meal in Qantas
economy class.
The meal
warmers at the
paupers’ end of
the plane must have one setting:
cool. Hey, you might even find a frozen
woolly mammoth in the middle of the veggie
lasagna. OK, that last bit is an exaggeration,
but it’s a pity the Qantas “cattle class” meals
(which are notorious for running out) have a
reputation for arriving lukewarm at best. Why?
Cathay, Vietnam, Thai, Singapore - the Asian
airlines’ meals have to be opened and left to
cool before consumption.

REACQUAINTING WITH QANTAS
This is my first Qantas flight since ditching
the disappointing Australian national carrier
four years ago, and I’m on what I dub the
“M&M flight”: Monday Midday, Melbourne to
Singapore. It’s a fair fare - all airfares have
leaped lately as fuel prices soar - I like the
daytime departure, and the cabin crew are
friendly. And digital-savvy: “If you like my
service, please go online and say so - don’t
forget to hashtag Qantas,” ebullient Ana tells
a bubbly bunch of Aussie ladies as she serves
their second drink with their (tepid) lunch. It’s
good vibes, all round.
My mini bottle of a cheeky Embrazen
shiraz warms the soul where the limp lasagne
failed (it was tasty and wholesome, if only
it was not cold). The passenger on my left

only nibbles at his
“pre-ordered meal”,
the passenger on
my right takes one
mouthful of her Asian
chicken and declines
the rest, saying the
food is cold and the
chilli is way too hot.
Oh the irony! You
just know
the preferred
passengers in
Business and
First, sitting
above you literally, as they
are seated on
the top deck are being fawned
over.
For more than
a decade, Qantas
management’s
attitude has
imbued an elitism;
a segregation in
travel. There are the
important “us”, and
then there’s “them”
down the back
there. But so long as
Ana and her cabin
colleagues keep up
their good service
and friendly fun,
the flying majority
will remain happy in
economy class and
perhaps stay loyal to
the Flying Kangaroo.

MIRACLE ON A
MOTORBIKE
Moses. This
motorbike taxi bloke
from now on is known
as “Moses”. The
way he parted the
storm clouds, all the

way from Bui Vien Street to Ho Chi Minh City
airport, was nothing short of a travel miracle.
Or maybe an even better moniker is “Charlton
Heston”, the actor who played Moses in the
movie. After all, Heston also played Ben-Hur
– and starred in that unforgettable scene with
the racing chariots weaving and dodging,
trying to ‘knock off’ each other.
Today, there was thunder and lightning
to our left, to our right, to the north, to the
south, and yet my man has delivered me – via
Vietnam peak-hour traffic, a dirt road and
the wrong way around a roundabout – to the
International Terminal ‘bone dry’ and in one
piece (though my crook back is screaming for
painkillers). And then he’s charged me double
- a whopping 6,000 dong (USD25), while
telling me how much he “loves Melbourne,
Australia: Number 1”. Maybe ‘Charlton
Heston’s agent’, is a more appropriate
nickname.

IT’S SENSIBLE TO BE SUS
Stop staring at the clock, it won’t tick any
faster: I’m bored and sitting at HCMC Airport,
waiting to check-in. A man in his early 20s,
wearing black framed glasses, shorts, a tired
looking t-shirt, thongs and looking very much
like a stressed out uni student, approaches
me and, in a good effort at speaking English:
“Excuse me sir, but I was wondering if you
can please help me to buy a ticket.”
Me: “Why? What’s the problem?”
Student: “I must catch the flight but my
card has been declined. Can you please help
me? I can pay you back…”
Me: (CENSORED)
I watch “uni student”, who has small
markings on the ankles and calves of both
legs - which may be from bed bugs or needle
tracks but let’s presume bed bugs - walk the
length of the departures area several times
and approach middle-aged men of Western
appearance. But to no avail and he eventually
wanders off into the crowd, empty handed.
I really do hope I misjudged the guy and
that he was genuinely seeking assistance. I
mean, at least he didn’t ask me to carry his
backpack on the flight for him … v
Follow Greg Hackett at haxtrax.com
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AFRICAN ADVENTURE

Saving Rhino
IN SOUTH AFRICA

I

t wasn’t my first time in South Africa, nor on a
game safari. I have been lucky enough to spend
many hours in the bush, tracking wildlife and
admiring it from the safety of a vehicle. This
time was different. This time I would be face to
face with the wildlife, fighting to save them.

ROAMING WITH WILD THINGS
I am on a private game farm just outside of
Kruger National Park. The exact location can’t be
disclosed for protection of the owners and the
rhinos. I am part of a special group tour operated
by Where Wild Things Roam Travel.
Where Wild Things Roam Travel provides
travellers with an opportunity to give something
back when travelling and make a difference in local
communities namely the protection of wildlife and
the environment. The eight-day tour to South Africa
engages in some hands-on conservation activities
with rhino that you cannot do anywhere else.

GRAVE DANGER
Rhinos are in grave danger of poaching. Every year
their numbers are dropping as they are illegally
hunted in reserves across Africa. For the past five
years, African rhinos have been poached at a rate
of three per day and if this senseless slaughter
does not stop, they could be lost in our lifetime.
The morning starts with a group meeting at
the house. I am introduced to Dr Peter Rogers,
owner of ProVet Wildlife Services. With over 30
years’ experience, Dr Rogers is considered one of
the most experienced wildlife veterinarians in the
world. He specializes in the capture and veterinary
care of some of South Africa’s most endangered
species, including the southern white rhinoceros
and black rhinoceros. I am honoured to meet such
an incredible man and anticipate an exceptional
experience ahead.

POWER TO THE PILOT
As Dr Peters explains the equipment he uses,
the rhythmic hum of a helicopter fills the air. The

helicopter rotors slow
to a stop and out steps
the pilot. To my delight
she is a female and I
revel in a moment of
‘power to the women’.
Jana Meyer is the
Chief Pilot, Founder
and Company Owner
of Hope for Wildlife
Helicopter Services and
is the pilot in charge of
the operation for the
day.
With Jana’s arrival,
Dr Rogers briefs us
about the mission. We
are to track rhino on
the ground while Jana
takes the search to
the air. Once located,
Dr Rogers will go up
in the chopper and
dart the rhino with a
sedative and his team
of vets and assistants
will secure the animal
ready for de-horning.
Once the de-horning is
completed, Dr Rogers
administers the reverse
agent, and everyone
must clear the area for
the rhino to recover and
return to the bushveld.
Sounds simple enough.

WAR ON POACHING
The truth is, the
situation is far from
simple. The war on
poaching has become

AMIDST THE SOUTH AFRICAN
BUSHVELD, KATE WEBSTER
EXPERIENCES MORE THAN JUST
YOUR AVERAGE SAFARI AS SHE
GETS HANDS ON IN AN EFFORT
TO HELP CONSERVATION IN THE
REGION.

DR PETER ROGERS REMOVES
THE HORN TO DETER POACHERS

AFRICAN ADVENTURE
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THE RHINO IS SECURED AND MADE
COMFORTABLE WHILE SEDATED BY THE
EXPERIENCED TEAM

so dire that drastic
measures are being
taken to protect the
rhino. While microchipping the horn is
a way to trace a horn
once removed and
provide vital information
as to where the rhino
was located to be used

in prosecuting the poachers, some say by that time
it is too late.
After pouring a huge amount of funds and
collaborative efforts into region-wide anti-poaching
efforts, there is still an unacceptable loss of rhino
from reserves. Therefore, an unattractive choice had
to be made - lose more rhino to poachers or remove
its horns. Rhino dehorning is definitely not the
best option, but for now it is a means of deflecting
poachers.
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into vehicles and raced through the bushveld
towards the area the helicopter was hovering over
Dr Rogers jumps into the helicopter while we
sit and wait for him to dart the rhino and give
the all clear to approach. Crunching through the
dense bush, my heart is pounding in my chest
as I approach the sedated rhino. He is already
surrounded by the vet team and security guarding
him. He has a mask covering his eyes. As I get
closer, I notice Dr Rogers putting wads of material
in the rhino’s ears – giant earplugs to help keep
him calm during the process.

NO PAIN LOTS OF GAIN
All hands were on deck trying to complete tasks
before the sedatives wore off. Samples of horn and
blood were taken. Its ears were ‘notched’ to create
a form of identification and most importantly,
the horn was removed and the small portion
that remained was treated to seal it. The
horns are made up primarily of keratin
– a protein found in hair, fingernails, and
animal hooves. Removing the horn does
not cause any pain to the rhino and it will
eventually grow back.
As I stand with this detached rhino
horn in my hand, I find it hard to believe
the need for such a thing. Rhino horn
is used in Traditional Medicine, but
increasingly common is its use as
a status symbol to display success
and wealth. It has been proven that
the horn has no medicinal powers

TIME FOR A QUICK PHOTO WITH
THE RARE BLACK RHINO

NO HORN NO POACHING
I query the actual horn removal process with
Dr Rogers, who put’s my mind at ease from the
thought of chopping off the very thing that defines
this animal, its horn. He explains that rhino
dehorning is a drastic measure but has become
necessary due to such a drastic poaching crisis
and the approach is “no horn, no poaching”.
“Rhino dehorning may seem like a brutal
process, but it is always carried out by professional
conservation teams who take every step to ensure
that dehorning is done safely and does not cause
any harm to the rhino,” Dr Rogers adds. “It is
important for the public to understand why rhino
dehorning is done, and to help spread awareness
about this conservation approach. It is equally
important to know that operations such as this is
where a major portion of funds raised get directed
towards.”

VALUED
HORN IS
A RHINO N GOLD
A
TH
MORE

RHINO SPOTTED
Our chat is cut short by static breaking over the
radio and Jana’s voice informing us that she has
spotted a black rhino. It was go time and we filed

YANA THE PILOT HAS DEDICATED
HER LIFE TO SAVING WILDLIFE

AFRICAN ADVENTURE
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YANA TAKES TO
THE AIR IN THE
HELICOPTER
IN SEARCH OF
RHINOS

THE RHINO IS BLINDFOLDED TO HELP
KEEP IT CALM THROUGH THE PROCESS

whatsoever, making the desire to consume it even
more pointless. The horn is tagged and taken away
to be stored in a secure location. Even the slithers
of horn piles on the ground are collected so not a
trace is left behind.

MOVING MOMENT
Before the rhino is injected with the reversal drug,
I take a moment to take it all in. Standing right
next to this 2.5 tonne male black rhino, I can feel
his breath every time his body heaves to exhale. I
reach out and touch him, his rough skin is caked
in dried cracked mud in places. He feels warm and
for a moment I begin to tear up. To think that there
may be a day when the last rhino may take his
last breath is too much to bear and I step away to
allow the team to finish the task and administer the
reversal agent.
A black rhino can be aggressive at the best of
times, so waking up after the de-horning meant
we better be far away. The group piles into the
trucks and I am lucky enough to be able to jump
into the helicopter with Yana for a birds-eye view.
Cutting it close, we take off just as the rhino begins
to stumble to his feet. We circle around him and
watch as he starts charging off in the direction of
the vehicles. Luckily, the vehicles were quick in their
getaway and just a bit faster than the rhino. The
rhino makes an about turn and runs off into the
dense bush and we lose visual.

REWARDING
EXPERIENCE
I look out across the
bush below me that
extends on for as far
as the eye can see.
I wander how many
more rhinos are out
there and hope with
all my heart they stay
safe. To see that rhino
return safely to the
bush, knowing that it’s
chance of survival had
been increased and
the overall survival of
the species increased,
was one of the most
rewarding experiences
I have had in Africa to
date.
It is the hard work
and the dedication of
people like Jana Myers
and Dr Peter Rogers
and his team that give
these animals hope.
There is still much
more that needs to be
done though including

AFTER THE DE-HORNING,
THE RHINO RETURNS TO
THE WILD

more resources for counter-poaching and rhino
monitoring teams. Training of the judiciary is vital
so that they understand the seriousness of wildlife
crimes and impose appropriate sentences together
with a coordinated and better-funded effort by
governments, national police forces and illegal trade
investigators in trying to reduce the demand for
rhino horn worldwide.

UNDERSTANDING NEEDED
Most of all, is the need to keep speaking about
the cause. The more we talk about it, the more the
world will become educated. To protect anything,
you have to care about it, and to care about it, you
have to know it is there. When you need to conserve,
one of the most important things is education. To
fight for conservation, you need to understand and
feel it. v

Pocket Guide
Where Wild Things Roam Travel
www.wherewildthingsroamtravel.com
ProVet Wildlife Services
www.provetwildlife.com
Hope for Wildlife Helicopter Services
http://hopeforwildlife.africa
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BARS OF ASIA

FEAST ON AMAZING STEAKS
PAIRED WITH SAKE AND
COCKTAILS @ THE FEATHER BLADE

British born sake brewer based in Japan.
The first time you sink your teeth into a flat
iron steak the thought that would probably go
through your mind is how the shoulder blade
of a bovine could be so amazingly tender and
juicy. Once you’ve come to terms with this new
discovery, take a sip of the sake, and you’ll
be on cloud nine. Sake seems to possess that
strange property of heightening the flavour and
umaminess of any meat dish, but with a flat iron
steak cooked to perfection medium rare and
bloody, the pairing was truly transcendental.

DEATH ON WEEKENDS

WESLEY GUNTER CONTINUES HIS SEARCH FOR THE HOLY
GRAIL OF BARS AND BOWS AT THE ALTAR OF THE FEATHER
BLADE WITH ITS QUALITY COCKTAILS, STEAKS AND
BURGERS.

I

n my quest to find the Holy Grail of bars in
Singapore, I’ve come across many but none
so far that seem to fulfil my essential three
criteria which consists of great drinks, a cosy
yet not too pretentious vibe and delectable
bar bites without burning a hole in the wallet.
However, with The Feather Blade located in the
heart of Singapore’s CBD drinking hotspot,
appropriately known as Club Street, it came
pretty darn close.

FLAT IRON
Apart from the retro neon signs and chill
atmosphere, what I really like about the Feather
Blade is that they make no pretensions about
what they’re good at – steak. This can be seen
in their menu which only has one main dish,
The Feather Blade Steak, made from the cut
of the cattle’s shoulder blade otherwise known
as a flat iron. If that sounded familiar, you’re
right. Chef and Founder of The Feather Blade,
Sheen Jet Leong, opened the restaurant after
he was inspired by working at Soho’s Flat Iron
Steakhouse in London.
Traditionally, for most bars, the pub grub is
usually meant to compliment the drink menu
but at The Feather Blade it’s the opposite. Apart
from an eclectic mix of new world wines, craft

beers and artfully
curated cocktails on
their drinks menu,
something uncommon
for a steak restaurant
that caught my eye
were a few sake titles
consisting of only
three - a Junmai
Daiginjo, a Junmai
Ginjo and a Jumai
Ginjo.

SAKE TO SINK
YOUR TEETH INTO
This was a pleasant
surprise as given how
well sakes are paired
with wagyu beef, the
addition of sakes
to the list was a no
brainer. I tried two of
the three, the Nagano
Hokko Masamune
(Junmai Ginjo) and the
Tamagawa Ice Breaker
(Jumai Ginjo) brewed
by Philip Harper, a

Like its food menu, The Feather Blade’s cocktail
offerings are limited but gives you all the fun
you need for that upcoming weekend. If you’re
feeling adventurous, gulp down a ‘Death on
Weekends’ made with prosecco and a touch
of absinthe otherwise known as the green
fairy due to the spirit’s reputation of making
weary drinkers hallucinate. While absinthe now
no longer carries the same effects (pity!) this
number still packs quite a punch and is not for
the faint hearted.
The Brit in Mexico is a spicy number served
with gin, spiced tomato water and a dash of lime
in a can along with a nacho chip and salsa. I’ll
admit the presentation of this cocktail caught
me slightly off guard with the whole nacho side
thing, but I kind of understood the quirkiness of
the drink after a few sips, probably due to the gin
and spice kicking in.

THE PERFECT BURGER
My favourite was the Blood Orange Old
Fashioned served with bourbon, bitters and
orange peel. Bittersweet on the palate and not
too heavy, this was one drink I could carry on
drinking to get that gradual high throughout a
long night of revelry.
I didn’t mention that these cocktails paired
perfectly with the secret dish on the menu – The
Feather Blade Burger which is also a perfect
supper companion after a night of heavy
drinking. I’m not going to spoil the surprise
and describe this burger to you as you need to
discover it for yourself. All I can say is that it was
the best damn burger I’ve tried in my life. v

Pocket Guide
The Feather Blade
90 Club Street
Singapore 069458
www.thefeatherblade.com

LEARN TO DIVE WITH DOUGLAS
Learn to Dive • Improve Your Skills • Become a Dive Instructor
(learn to be a professional dive instructor and change your life and that of others)

Bintan Black Coral
Bintan Black Coral a marine tourism facility at Bintan
Island, Indonesia offers basic Kelong stay with fishing,
snorkelling, kayaking island hopping, and scuba diving in
a relaxing seaside atmosphere. Take Fun Diving and Diving
Courses under DIWA Certification with certified operators
and instructors.
Instructor Douglas Yeo, with 27 years of
experience was nominated for The Straits Times
Singaporean of the Year 2018 for his part in
assisting in the rescue of the Wild Boars Soccer
team who were trapped in the cave in Thailand.
Pak Rio a Certified Dive Instructor who is a
passionate diver, known as a man of few words,
but a man of action.

Address

: Km39 Teluk Bakau Village,
Bintan Island-Indonesia
Telephone : +62 812-7784-5215
WhatsApp : +62 852 6409 2319,
+62 812 7087 8097,
+62 812 7784 5215
Facebook : Bintan Black Coral
Instagram : @bintanblackcoral

Douglas Yeo +65 96268904
Jon Auyong, DIWA Trainer +65 8781 2798
facebook.com/DIWA-Singapore-250713628903303/
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DESTINATION DATES

HERITAGE TOUR

SINGAPORE BOTANIC GARDENS
SATURDAY, 24 AUGUST 2019

F

or over 150 years, Singapore Botanic
Gardens has been the birthplace of South
East Asia’s rubber and orchid industries.
A walk-through Tanglin / Heritage Core of
the Gardens will evoke memories of bygone days
where ladies strolled through the Gardens with
parasols and long skirts. Highlights of the tour
include the Bandstand, sculptures in the Gardens,
the Heritage Trees, the Main Gate, the Saraca
Stream Walk. The tour is in English and repeats
every fourth Saturday of the month. Registration
is required 15 minutes before the scheduled tour,
which begins at 9:00am at the Visitor Services
Counter, Level 1 of Botany Centre (Nearest
Entrance: Tanglin Gate).

CINEFESTOZ FILM FESTIVAL

BUSSELTON | BUNBURY | MARGARET RIVER
AUGUST 28 - SEPTEMBER 1, 2019
Celebrate five days of new
Australian film against the
stunning backdrop of the
South West. With more
than 150 film events over
32 venues, ranging from
star-studded redcarpet
premieres and after-parties to
breakfast In-Conversations at
beachside cafes, CinefestOZ
is the place to be this winter.
CinefestOZ places you in the
room with filmmakers and
actor VIPs, whether it’s a

long lunch among the vines
enjoying entertaining chat
from film luminaries or a
short film at a cool and cosy
South West bar, CinefestOZ
is a friendly and accessible
film festival that will leave
a lasting impression. The
CinefestOZ Film Prize Australia’s richest at $100,000
- is the jewel in the festival’s
crown and Gala Night the hot
ticket item of the festival.
www.cinefestoz.com

SINGAPORE UTOPIA

CHAN + HORI CONTEMPORARY,
SINGAPORE
ON GOING UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1, 2019
This year marks
Singapore’s Bicentennial
with explorations into
what constitutes the
current state of the
national identity. Instead
of looking back, Singapore
Utopia examines current
socio-political and cultural contexts. This is an exhibition
and forum for different voices, recognising artists as the
mouthpieces of cultural identity. These introspective
conversations and expressions are not uncommon
in Singapore’s diverse arts community. Examining
what it means to be Singaporean, themes addressed
include the diaspora, intimacy, housing and history. It
is an acknowledgment that art reflects, articulates and
contributes towards society; allowing for a spectrum of
opinions, opening up dialogue and discussions. Over the
course of the exhibition, 15 artists will inhabit the gallery
space, presenting newly-commissioned works or works
that have never been seen in Singapore. Their works will
manifest in physical forms, performances, events and
relics. Visitors are encouraged to ask questions, challenge
topics, engage with fellow visitors and think deeply about
what you know - in relation to what you see.
www.chanhori.com

DESTINATION DATES

GUO PEI: CHINESE ART
AND COUTURE

ASIAN CIVILISATIONS MUSEUM
ON GOING TO SEPTEMBER 15, 2019

The exhibition Guo Pei: Chinese Art and
Couture presents a dialogue between
historical and contemporary Chinese design,
juxtaposing 29 embroidered masterworks by
China’s foremost couturière with 20 Chinese
art masterpieces in the Asian Civilisations
Museum’s collection. Guo Pei’s dramatic,
sculptural gowns reflect influences from
growing up in Beijing surrounded by Chinese
imperial art and mythology. Her creations
express her personal take on contemporary
fashion and aesthetics. Exploring her impact on
everyday lives beyond the runway, many of Guo
Pei’s intricate Chinese bridal gowns – including
two directly inspired by artworks in the Asian
Civilisations Museum’s collection – will be
displayed for the first time. Serving as points of
encounter and departure, Asian Civilisations
Museum’s objects invite contemplation on how
Guo Pei references and reimagines Chinese
aesthetics and tradition for China and the world
today.
Admission fees apply.
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BINTAN
MARATHON 2019
BINTAN INDONESIA
SEPTEMBER 7 - 8, 2019

Bintan Resorts hosts the second edition of the International Bintan
Marathon 2019, September 7 - 8, inviting participants to “Run and
Discover” hidden gems in Bintan. Running enthusiasts can sign up for
the marathon and enjoy a run-cation just a 60-minute ferry ride from
Singapore! The scenic route offers a range of distances; 3km Family
Fun Run, 21km Half Marathon, 42km Full Marathon and the 42km
Full Marathon Elite. The marathon expects to host up to 5000 runners
with the expanded categories. The new categories making their debut
this year is the fun 3km Family Run category –perfect for parent-child
bonding and the 42km Full Marathon Elite category – for elite runners
from around the region with fast qualifying times.
www.bintanmarathon.com
www.bintan-resorts.com

THE MUD RUN FOR EVERYONE

SOUTH WEST MUDFEST - MARGARET RIVER
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 29, 2019
SWAN VALLEY MUDFEST
SUNDAY OCTOBER 13, 2019

G

rab your mates, grab
your kids or grab your
dog – the mud runs
return in 2019, bringing
the two events together for
the ultimate school holiday
fun! South West Mudfest takes
place at Bootleg Brewery in
Margaret River. Swan Valley
Mudfest happens at Belvoir
Estate. Mudfest is for all fitness
levels! It’s all about fun, family,
not taking yourself too seriously,
having a laugh, dressing up,
perhaps achieving things you
didn’t think possible … and of
course, getting muddy! The
5k courses are jam-packed
with 30+ of your ‘favourite’
obstacles, plus some exciting

new obstacles. Muddy Paws
Challenge is an opportunity for
two and four-legged competitors
to dash through the dirt. No
pooch will come out clean after
tackling this specially designed
dog friendly 5k course. Kids
Course happens at the South
West Mudfest. This 1-2k course
just for kids is the perfect way
to introduce the little ones to the
messy delights of Mudfest! With
plenty of tasty food and drink
available in the Event Villages,
participants are encouraged to
bring a picnic blanket and enjoy
some post Mudfest relaxation in
the sun.
Tickets available at www.
mudfestwa.com.au
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DESTINATION DATES

DIVERSITY THEME OF ART MACAO
THROUGHOUT MACAO
ON GOING TO OCTOBER

A

rt Macao, a five-month mega international arts and culture
event, features artistic events, including international art
exhibitions, performances, international youth festivals
and visual arts exhibitions of Macao Higher education
institutions. This is an arts festival of unprecedented scale that offers
a new artistic and cultural experience. The first edition has 41 largescale events to be held at 48 locations, through a multi-media and art
platform to present a new brand of cultural tourism with the theme
‘Diversity’. Some events will be presented in phases, including the
highlights of the concert season by the Macao Orchestra and the
Macao Chinese Orchestra, the International Youth Dance Festival,
the International Youth Music Festival, the International Youth Drama
Festival. Admission to most activities is free.
W: .vividsydney.com

GAME MASTERS: THE
EXHIBITION

DISCOVER WORLDS OF WONDER AT
GALLERY CHILDREN’S BIENNALE

CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019 TO MARCH 9, 2020

NATIONAL GALLERY SINGAPORE
ON GOING TO DECEMBER 29, 2019

‘Embracing Wonder’, this goes
beyond imaginative play to
unfold new layers of discovery
through art that articulates the
power of acceptance, belonging
and openness. Inspired by a
child’s unfettered imagination
and ability to embrace all things
new, the works will activate
their senses and their sense
of curiosity, excitement and
wonder. General admission
applies for the Gallery
Children’s Biennale.
www.childrensbiennale.com

MACHINARIUM (2009) © AMANITA DESIGN.JPG

Committed to inspiring young,
curious minds through art,
National Gallery Singapore,
presents the Gallery Children’s
Biennale 2019: Embracing
Wonder. Through 11 interactive
and multi-dimensional artworks
by 13 Singapore and Southeast
Asian artists, this year’s Gallery
Children’s Biennale aims to
spark curiosity in young visitors
about the world, encourage
openness to discover diversity,
and imagine new possibilities.
Expanding on the theme

Following a six-year international tour and more
than one million visitors, Game Masters: The
Exhibition returns to Australia and makes its
Canberra debut at the National Film and Sound
Archive of Australia. The ultimate experience for
gamers and families alike, Game Masters has been
updated to include the latest gaming blockbusters
as well as Australian creations. Game Masters is an
interactive journey through five decades of video
game history, offering both a behind-the-scenes
look at the creative process behind the world’s most
popular characters and franchises, and a chance to
play them. Featuring interviews, never-before-seen
concept artwork, an amazing display of vintage
consoles and collectable items, and more than 100
playable games, visitors won’t want to leave!
www.nfsa.gov.au/gamemasters

DAVID BOWDEN
Reveals Enchanting Asia
Distributed in Singapore and Malaysia by Pansing
Distribution - available in all good bookshops
Pansing
E: infobooks@pansing.com
Published by John Beaufoy Publishing
(www.johnbeaufoy.com)
DAVID BOWDEN
Author of Blue Skies Guide Borneo (2018); Great
Railway Journeys in Australia and New Zealand
(2017); Presenting Malaysia (2016).
AUTHOR of Enchanting Indonesia, Enchanting
Penang, Enchanting Bali & Lombok,
Enchanting Langkawi, Enchanting Malaysia,
Enchanting Singapore, Enchanting Borneo,
Enchanting Vietnam and Enchanting
Australia.
Co-Author of Southeast Asia: A Region Revealed.
Co-Author of A Journey Through Indo-China. Contributor: The World’s
Most Exotic Railway Journeys.
Winner ‘Best Tourism Publication (International) for Enchanting Penang
at the 19th Malaysia Tourism Awards.
Winner Sabah Tourism Awards 2011 - Best Article on Sabah
Winner of Aseanta Best Travel Story in South East Asia 2010
Winner of Aseanta Best Travel Story in South East Asia 2007

davidbowden.travelwrite@gmail.com
www.davidbowden.net
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TRIP TO TRAT

TAKE TIME FOR

TANTALIZING
TRAT

BUDDHA MOUNTAIN

TRAT, IN EASTERN THAILAND, OFFERS UNIQUE CULTURAL EXPERIENCES, EXCELLENT SEAFOOD, CAPTIVATING
SCENERY AND NATURE IN A TRANQUIL UNSPOILT ENVIRONMENT WRITES FLOYD COWAN.

M

y suite at Mira Montra The
Beachfront Resort Koh Mak, in
eastern Thailand had one of the
most striking tranquil sea views
I’ve ever enjoyed. The sliding doors
opened towards the grounds and the beach just
a few steps away. Sea and islands alternated
into the distance. It was like a beautiful ode,
very nuanced, subtle and pleasing to the senses.
Monsoonal rain clouds and mist mixed with the
hills and the sky. And perhaps, this wasn’t even
the most beautiful place I enjoyed on this trip.

SUMPTUOUS SEAFOOD
Days earlier I had flown from Singapore to
Thailand’s Suvarnabhumi International Airport
on a Tourism Authority of Thailand sponsored
trip. I joined the group that included media,
members of TAT, staff from Thai Airways and

to Pattaya
for lunch at
Mum Aroi
Restaurant.
I am quite
familiar with
Pattaya, but
more so the
Jomtien side
and had yet
to enjoy this
excellent
seafood
(LEFT) WILLIAM LOW, TOURISM AUTHORITY OF THAILAND, SINGAPORE OFFICE; MR KLISSADA
restaurant
RATANAPRUK, MRS KULPRAMOTE WANNALERT, AND MR CHANYUTH SAWETSUWAN.
in North
Pattaya
and
its
sea
views
with
the
highrises
Bangkok Airways and
along the coast.
guide Tim who met
After lunch we drove past all those buildings
us at the airport. We
and made for Ocean Marina Yacht Club where
immediately began the
the Thailand Travel Mart Plus (TTM+) 2019
hour and a half drive

TRIP TO TRAT

was taking place. We had a media briefing before
heading to the reception dinner at Alexa Beach
Club. If you’ve avoided visiting Pattaya because
of its reputation, take a look at the beaches to
the east of the city. There you will find a more
laid-back environment with hotels and restaurants
right on the beautiful beach.

ABOVE IT ALL
It was about 10:00pm when we arrived at the
Grande Centre Point Pattaya, that opened earlier
this year adjacent to the also recently opened
Terminal 21 shopping centre. The rooms are
modern and beautiful and have views over the
throbbing centre of the city. With all the bars,
night clubs, street food, shopping, street hawkers
and massage parlours laid out below me, I took in
the view then went to bed. I’d been awake since
4:00am and needed sleep more than I needed
anything else.
Hardly surprising, I was one of the first up for
breakfast and enjoyed the excellent buffet almost
in solitude before the other guests slowly trickled
in. For some it was their first time in Pattaya, and
they took in the night life.

TARGETING REMOTE DESTINATIONS
Regardless of how we spent the night before we
all had the opportunity interview TAT Executives
at Ocean Marina Yacht Club. Mr Klissada
Ratanapruk, Executive Director of ASEAN,
South Asia and South Pacific Market Division;
Mr Chanyuth Sawetsuwan, Deputy Executive

Director of ASEAN,
South Asia and South
Pacific Market Division
and Mrs Kulpramote
Wannalert, Director
of ASEAN, South Asia
and South Pacific
Market Division were
available for the press
conference.
Executive Director
Ratanapruk made
the point that
one of Thailand’s
objectives was to
encourage tourists
to go to destinations
other than the most
popular places such
as Bangkok, Phuket
and Koh Samui. There
is lots to see and
do throughout the
country. They want to
spread the benefits of
tourism to other less
developed areas while
easing the pressure
on the popular places.
This was one of the
purposes of our trip to
Trat.
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PATTAYA AREA ATTRACTIONS
Before heading to Suvarnabhumi for our flight we
visited two local attractions. We turned off the
main highway towards the low mountains to the
north where Silverlake Vineyard and Khao Chee
Chan Buddha Image can be found adjacent to one
another.
Tim, our delightful female guide who became
more animated as the trip went on, told us the
history of Buddha Mountain. The mountain
had been mined for U.S. military projects at
Utapao Airport during the Vietnam War. The
mining continued for several years after the
Americans departed, leaving the sheer face of the
mountain we see today. In 1995, Somdet Phra
Yannasangwon, then the Supreme Patriarch of
Thailand, came up with the idea to carve a giant
Buddha image on the mountain. In 1996 carving
began. It was designed on a computer before
being etched into the mountain with lasers. Once
done, the entire image was filled in with gold leaf.

MADE FOR INSTAGRAM
There is a park in front of the mountain that you
can wander through looking for the best place
to take pictures from. It is a very popular place
as is Silverlake Vineyard. The garden section was
made for the Instagram age. Not for people into
gardening. There are, of course, lots of colourful
flowers along with the Dutch windmill, and
various animal and bird characters designed to be
photogenic.
The vineyards, naturally, are also picture

SILVERLAKE VINEYARD
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pretty, as are the buildings with their
Mediterranean flavour. We enjoyed a tasting of
their wines and, in my opinion, it was the best of
the Thailand made wines – of which I’ve sampled
wines from three other vineyards.
Lunch was at Preecha Seafood Restaurant
where we were served much the same sea life
and vegetables as we had in the previous lunches,
but here their choice of flavours made the dishes
different taste sensations.

PROPS FOR TRAT
When we reached Suvarnabhumi Mr Nitikorn
Komkris (Teddy), Country Manager – Singapore
& Malaysia Bangkok Airways joined us for the
rest of the trip. It was on Bangkok Airways that
we took the one-hour flight to Trat. The airport is
in the wilderness and was swathed in mist and
rain as we landed at twilight. Once we’d collected
our luggage it was an interesting half hour drive,
past rubber tree plantations, scattered homes
and businesses to the city. There was a festival
happening and along the highway at the Night
Market the bright lights, music and shoppers
created a festive atmosphere.
At the thoroughly modern looking Seng Fah
Restaurant, along with heaps of white rice, we
enjoyed their fresh seafood, but just as it was here
and places to come, each restaurant had their
own way of preparing each dish. The modernity
was a bit of a surprise as Trat architecture tends
towards the rustic – windows to the past.

TOURISM CHALLENGES
Dinner conversation was interesting as Mr
Kajorndet Apichartrakul (Johnny) Director,
Singapore & the Philippines, told me he would
soon be leaving Singapore to come to Trat. Tasked
with increasing the tourist numbers to this area
he’ll face challenges. “I will have to coordinate the
various interests and groups because they don’t
work together,” he stated.
We crossed the road to the covered market
that we explored as the rain pounded down. The
stalls were filled mostly with goods for the local
market, not souvenirs for tourists. The trays of
insects and grubs were interesting, but none in
our group gave them a try.
We checked into the Trat City Hotel with
its small clean and comfortable rooms about
10:30pm and checked out at 8:30am. I had a
window over the semi-rural residences and was
serenaded by dogs, roosters and chickens.

HEAVY ON HISTORY
I wished I had more space to give a more

TRAT MUSEUM

extensive history of this
interesting area, which
TAT’s William Low and
Tim were able to fill
me in on. Being on the
border with Cambodia
it has had influxes of
people invading, fleeing
war or just looking for
a better life. People of
Vietnamese extraction
live in Trat, along with
Cambodian Muslim,
Chong, Mon Khmer
and Chinese – all of
whom have had their
influence on local life.
People lived here
from prehistoric times
and a glimpse into
these days is provided
at the Trat Museum.
The mahogany and
teak building from
Rama VI’s time, houses

exhibits with pictures and dioramas, ancient and
new artefacts, videos and words. Depending on
your level of interest, an hour is sufficient here.

PRIDE IN THE PAST
Two things stood out for me, and that was that
Rama V (King Chulalongkorn – who was portrayed
in the King and I) is still revered here, having
visited 12 times.
I was intrigued by the naval Battle of Ko
Chang that took place in 1941 during the FrancoThai War. A larger flotilla of French warships
attacked a smaller force of the Royal Thai navy.
While it was a victory by the French, the Thais
fought valiantly, giving the French a bloody nose.
From Saigon the French broadcast news about
the battle acknowledging the skill and bravery of
the Thais. Within a month, the French and Thais
negotiated a peace ending the war.

A BRIDGE NOT FAR
The Trat River was a short walk from where the
bus dropped us. Over the we crossed a high
arching bridge and took the path along the river
to Ban Nam Chieo Homestay. The bridge is high
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because the colourful fishing boats need to pass
beneath it.
Long tailed boats took us to the river mouth
and the Gulf of Thailand We passed a mangrove
forest, that is the largest in eastern Thailand.
In the Gulf we enjoyed the delightful scene of
a group of young Europeans frolicking in the
shallow water – covered in mud. So shallow even
boats became grounded. They were having a
great time. I would love to return as it was not an
option for us to get so muddy. We had stops and
distance to travel before we would arrive at our
hotel. Along the highway there are signs for spas
that use black sand as part of their treatment.

LOCAL DISHES
We returned to Ban Nam Chieo Homestay
where the ladies demonstrated how to make
local delicacies. A two day one night package is
offered for stays at member homes in the area.
During the stay you will enjoy three seafood
meals and take part in a number of activities –
though frolicking in the mud wasn’t specifically
mentioned. We had the opportunity to make Ya
Nha – crispy rice and Tang Mae – sticky burnt
sugar. Delicious!

reached Ko Mak. I
was not expecting the
quality of Mira Montra,
Beach Front Resort.
Situated on the sandy
stretch of Ao Pra,
Mira Montra presents
the tropical idyll you
see in brochures. It
succeeded in its goal
to create an ambiance
of tranquillity and
relaxation. Each villa
has simple rustic
furnishings, outdoor
showers and wooden
terraces where you can
gaze off at the sea and
sunset.
Everyone agreed
that our cycling trip
was an excellent
experience. I
particularly enjoyed
it when we got off
the road and cycled

EVERYWHERE WE ATE
THE SEAFOOD WAS
EXCELLENT.

MUD FLATS IN THE
GULF OF THAILAND

BRIDGE OVER TRAT RIVER

BAN NAM CHIEO
HOMESTAY
WELCOMING
COMMITTEE

Trat Laem Ngop Pier was a raging collection
of tourists and tour buses making their way to
and from Ko Mak. This is where the speedboats
depart from. Before boarding we indulged in
lunch at Rim Talay Seafood Restaurant. Every
restaurant I’ve mentioned I would have no trouble
recommending.

TROPICAL IDYLLIC
It was an hour over choppy water before we

through the rubber
tree plantation. Other
highlights were the
quick visit to Ko Mak
Temple with its golden
statues facing the
sea. We were given a
cooking demonstration
at the Ko Mak Resort
Organic Garden.
CYCLING ON KO MAK
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PAPAYA SALAD BEING PREPARED.

BAR AT COCO CAPE

Papaya Salad and a refreshing drink made from
Blue Butterfly Pea Flowers were made for us.

COCO CAPE
Then we pedalled off to see the sunset at Coco
Cape Pier that is at the bottom of a steep hill. We
walked down, leaving our bikes at the top. Despite
the lack of sunset, it is a beautiful location and
must be stunning in good weather. The wooden
pier stretches far out into the water where there
is a bar to help you enjoy the sunset with a
sundowner.
To our delight the bikes had been returned
to the rental company and we were driven back
to the Resort. Koh Mak Seafood Restaurant
presented its best for our dinner.

ISLAND HOPING
The weather was clear when we took the speed
boat to the small cluster of islands, Rang, Yak Yai
and Yak Lek for a morning of snorkelling around
Antler Reef. This is one of the most impressive
places I’ve snorkelled. It had the colourful coral,
plants and sea life, but what set it apart for
me was the incredible school (really, it was a
university) of sardines. “It is as big as a whale”
gushed one of our group. Indeed it was. I wished
I’d swam into it to see what it would’ve done.
Maybe I would’ve been the seafood lunch.
We enjoyed a catered lunch on San Jhao
Beach, Rang Island by the hard working team
from Koh Mak Seafood Restaurant. Upon
returning to Mira Montra we had time to ourselves
before dinner. Some did stand up paddle boarding
while I went for a run to Coco Cape. The cool
drizzly afternoon was a welcome change from
the heat and humidity of Singapore. Table Tales
Restaurant & Bar was the dinner venue.

MORNING DEPARTURE

CINNAMON SCENIC BOARD WALK

Before catching the
speedboat back to Trat
we took a short walk on
the 500m Cinnamon
Scenic Board Walk,
one more of the many
beautiful sites to enjoy
on Ko Mak.
Alighting at Trat we
departed for Ban Tha
Ranae, an eco-tourism
community. “We are
going to see a Steven
Spielberg movie,”
people said before we
boarded boats for a
trip into the mangrove.
Travelling along Khon
Phan Canal we passed
through three primeval
MANGROVE FOREST
AT BAN THA
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KING POWER MAHANAKHON
SKY WALK

FOOD COURT AT ICON SIAM
EAGLES AT KON PLAD
TIN RESTAURANT

WALKING THROUGH
THE MANGROVE AT
BAN THA RANAE

forests to Miracle Lan Taboon. From the boats
we walked into the forest, which is indeed like a
movie set. For a distance there were
walkways, but then we trod on the gnarled
roots spread throughout the area, which
meant paying close attention to where you
stepped as you took in this unusual scene.

Located in the heart of Sathorn and directly
connected to Chong Nonsi BTS station, the new
dining venue is situated on the 76th and 77th
floor of the iconic pixelated building.
Yes, it is a little difficult to get to Trat and
Ko Mak, you don’t simply step off a flight from
Singapore and take a taxi to your hotel. However,
the unspoilt beauty of the area makes the journey
worthwhile. The scenery is different than what you
will find elsewhere in Thailand and you can easily
enjoy the ‘slow life’ as Tim liked to put it. You will
simply have to make the effort. v

LONG LIFE
Emerging from the forest we were given Roi
Roo herbal tea. The local Chinese believe
it has properties to prolong life. Our last
stop in Trat was Kon Plad Tin Restaurant
that has a large fishpond. From the
terrace we watched red hawks swoop over the
water catching their own lunch.
We felt sorry for a hawk that was chained to a
post – until we heard its story. It wasn’t being kept
as a pet, but for its own protection. The restaurant
owner had found it with a broken wing and had
kept it as it wouldn’t have been able to survive in
the wild. During lunch Teddy mentioned that he
liked to draw and so I badgered him to doing this
drawing for me.

BANGKOK’S RIVERSIDE
My Facebook page got lots of likes and comments
when I posted pictures of Chatrium Hotel
Riverside Bangkok. After countless meals of
seafood our group was pleased to be set free in
its extensive quality buffet. Our gracious host,
Vachiravit Thitiwattanajirakit, Sales Manager –
Travel Trade, even encouraged us to have red
wine, a treat after five days of beer and juice at
meals.
Our flight was early evening the following day
giving us time to visit King Power Mahanakhon
Skywalk and Icon Siam, but I will refer you the
February – March 2019 issue of Asian Journeys

and the article Always
Something New to do
in Bangkok, where they
are given coverage.

THE HIGHEST
It was a pleasure
to catch up with
Krittiyawadee
Pongpanich, Director
of Public Relations
for King Power
Mahanakhon who
filled me in on what
is happening there.
She pointed out that
the beanbag chairs
have been replaced
with more comfortable
chairs and that
Mahanakhon Bangkok
SkyBar, Thailand’s
highest restaurant
and bar, is now open.

Pocket Guide
GRANDE CENTRE POINT PATTAYA
www.grandecentrepointpattaya.com
TRAT CITY HOTEL
www.tratcityhotel.com
MIRA MONTRA THE BEACHFRONT
RESORT KOH MAK
https://th-th.facebook.com/miramontra
CHATRIUM HOTEL RIVERSIDE
BANGKOK
www.chatrium.com/chatrium/
riversidebangkok
Ko Mak Seafood Restaurant
www.facebook.com/
FanpageKohmakSeafood
King Power Mahanakhon
kingpowermahanakhon.co.th
Attawuth Pirom
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/
attawuth.pirom
Blog : https://noomnidacs49.blogspot.
com
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SOUTH KOREA’S
SOUTHERN CHARMS
THOUGH THE SOUTHEAST ECONOMIC
ZONE IS KOREA LARGEST INDUSTRIAL
AREA ROBERT STEDMAN FOUND A
GREAT DEAL TO ENTICE TOURIST TO
THE SOUTH OF SOUTH KOREA.

R

ecently, the Korea Tourism Organization
sponsored at trip for Asian Journeys
to South Korea. The purpose of the
visit was to experience the charming
people, amazing scenery, exotic places,
epicurean food, and beautiful sub-tropical
islands located around the Republic’s southern
metropolis of Busan.

BUSY BUSAN
The area used to be known as “Pusan.” However,
it’s now officially named Busan Metropolitan
City, is South Korea’s second most-populous
city after Seoul. It is the economic, cultural
and educational center of southeastern Korea.
Busan is home to Korea’s gigantic shipyards
and its port ranks among the fifth busiest in the
world. The metropolis lies less than 200km from
the Japanese islands of Kyushu and Honshu.
The surrounding “Southeast Economic Zone”
(including Ulsan and South Gyeongsang) is South
Korea’s largest industrial area.
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The metropolitan
area, including the
adjacent cities of
Gimhae and Yangsan,
has a population of
about 4.6 million. The
most densely built-up
areas of the city are
situated in a number
of narrow valleys
between the Nakdong
and the Suyeong
Rivers, with mountains
separating most of the
districts. The Nakdong
is Korea’s longest river
and Busan’s Haeundae
Beach is also the
country’s largest.
Interestingly enough,
Busan is also home
to the world’s largest
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department store, the Shinsegae Centum City.
When you visit, remember to save some money
for shopping.

INCREASING NUMBERS
Our group took an easy, six-hour flight from
Singapore to the southeast part of Korea. We
landed at Gimhae International Airport. The
smallish, regional airport is located on the
western end of Busan. Rest assured, the airport
is expanding. Plans are underway to construct a
new airport to accommodate the ever-increasing
number of tourists visiting Busan.
Our first stop was to checkout the Gimhae
Nakdonggang River Rail Park. This park was built
on sections of old railway, which runs about three
kilometers. Park operators fabricated custom
rail bikes that allow you to use pedal power to
explore the old tracks. Each bike seats four with
the ones in the font seats providing all the leg
power. You can pedal across the bridge that
stretches over the Nakdonggang River—the views
are spectacular. While most of the rail sections
are flat there are gentle slopes that can give
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your legs a workout.
The park is visited by
families and courting
young couples. It’s a
great way to spend the
morning.
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bar offers the wine by the glass or the bottle.
In all honesty, the wine really doesn’t taste
as you’d expect. It’s not sweet and yet there is
a subtle taste of the red fruit. Tourists love the
cool dark cave that’s decorated with wine bottles,
crates and barrels. Both the Rail Park and wine
cave have an entrance fee.

RASPBERRY WINE
Located next to the
park is the Raspberry
Wine Cave. As the
name suggests, it
stores the bounty
from the surrounding
raspberry farms in
the form of a very
tasty raspberry wine.
The enormous cave is
tunneled deep into the
side of a mountain.
Inside, temperatures
remain cool and
constant no matter the
time of year. A small

KISS OF KIMCHI
After the park our host took us to a special lunch
that featured Dakgalbi, a spicy stir-fried chicken
and one of Gimhae’s gastronomic specialties. It’s
a flat pot in which vegetables, chicken and cheese
are added. Together with the chicken dish a bowl
of kimchi was also given. In fact, kimchi was
offered with every meal we ate in Korea.
What I didn’t know is that there are so many
types of this famous fermented food. There’s
water kimchi that is mild, in addition to hot and
spicy kimchi, turnip kimchi. It seems the varieties
are endless for this typical Korean vegetable dish.

ROCK TO GARDEN
Afterwards, we headed of to Geoje city, on Korea’s
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second largest island. From there we hopped
on a ferry to visit Oedo Botanica, or what used
to be a barren rock that has now been wholly
transformed into a botanical garden.
Oedo Botania is, as you might have guessed,
full of all sorts of plants. The story has it that
in 1969, Lee Chang-ho, while riding out a
squall, took shelter near Oedo, a tiny heap of
rocks sticking out of the emerald green waters
of Hallyeohaesang National Park. The island
enchanted him. In 1976, Lee and his wife
started planting what would eventually become
a stunning botanical garden that now covers the
entire island. The gardens are breathtaking. It
really is amazing how the island foliage looks
more like the gardens of Versailles than a small
island off the Korean mainland.

ODDLY OUT OF PLACE
After returning from the ferry trip our group
hiked up to Windy Hill, a must-go place in Geoje.
Situated to the right of Dojangpo Dock, which
operates ferries to Oedo Island, the hill features
breathtaking views of the ocean and surrounding
islands. The windmill is impressive and yet, like
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the Oedo Botanica,
seems oddly out of
place. On the day we
visited you could light
a candle as there was
nary a breeze. We
were informed that
on windless days the
windmill is turned by
a motor, creating the
illusion of wind.
With the European
anachronisms behind
us, the next day
found us traveling
to Tongyeong city.
Tongyeong and Geoje
are often referred
to as the Naples
of Korea, offering
fantastic scenic views
and are ranked as
one of the must-go
travel destinations of
Namhae. Tongyeong is

a historical city. Its original name was ‘Chungmu’
named after the honorary title of Admiral ‘Yi
Sun-sin’. The new name ‘Tongyeong’ means
‘Command post’ because it is believed to have
been the major base of operations of Admiral Yi
during the Japanese invasion from 1592–1598.
Japan and Korean history are intertwined and
there seems to be a love/hate relationship
between the countries. On the one hand Koreans
appreciate and respect Japanese culture and
history but on the other, they will never forget the
wars and colonization that was inflicted on them
by the nation of the rising sun.

A LONG RIDE
Our tour’s destination in Tongyeong was
Mireuksan Mountain. To get there we took the
Hallyeosudo cable car. Stretching out some
1975m, this is Korea’s longest cable-car ride.
Near the top of Mireuk-san (461m), the view
of Hallyeo Maritime National Park is dramatic.
If you’re up for a two-hour hike, buy a one-way
ticket, walk down the back end of the mountain
and head towards the Undersea Tunnel. You can
pick up a map from the booth near the ticket
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window. Atop the mountain we were able to see
the Hansan National Marine Park. We went for a
short, invigorating hike in the pine forest.
At the Tongyeong Traditional Craft Museum
our group tried making mother-of-pearl key
chains, which was fun yet challenging. Shells are
sliced into paper-thin pieces and then glued to
a surface. Manipulating these delicate slices of
pearl shell isn’t easy. Still, Tongyeong are proud
of their pearl shell industry and you can see
mother-of-pearl products everywhere—from fine
furniture to handbags and even chopsticks.

A FEAST FOR LUNCH
Lunch proved to be a feast. We dined on one of
Tongyeong’s local specialty, fresh oysters. They’re
consumed raw or cooked and have a variety
of condiments added to them. Delicious. After
lunch, we set out for Dongpirang Mural Village.
The village rests above the city and you’re able
to get great views of Gangguan Port. We walked
down the hill and headed to Tongyeong Jungang
Market. With almost 400 years of history,
Tongyeong Jungang Market is very popular.
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Located on the coast,
seafood makes up a
huge part of what the
market offers. If you
like local wet markets
this place is for you.
On our fourth day
we left Tongyeong city
for Jinju, a city that
has 1,000 years of
historical heritage.
Jinju has been well
renowned as a home
of patriotic spirit,
education, culture
and art. We visited the
Jinjuseong Fortress,
which is historically
linked to the Japanese
invasion of 1592.
Chokseongnu Pavilion,
located within the
fortress, has a bird’seye view of the Jinju
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Fortress and the surrounding area. Breaking
from its military past, the fortress today is a
peaceful calming place with splendid views of the
Namkang River.

TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
Our fast paced tour saw us next visiting
Sancheong County, which has long been
connected with noted Korean doctors of
traditional oriental medicine. In Donguibogam
Village we had a special medicinal herb lunch. The
lunch was good and didn’t taste like “medicine”
but our host assured us that it was indeed good
for us.
The village has museums and natural healing
centers. The medical museum at Sancheong
consists of “Donguibogam Hall” and “Traditional
Korean Medicine Experience Hall.” Donguibogam
Hall has more than 170 medicine-related relics on
display, while the Experience Hall offers information
on how to differentiate and combine medical
herbs. To complete the experience you can try on
traditional doctor and nurse’s clothing from the
period. The costumes make for great photos.
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DIG THE POTATOES
We got up early and boarded the bus for Daegu.
In addition to a thriving population, the city boasts
mountains, temples, and an abundance of natural
and historical sites. At Daegu, we visited a farm
outside the city and dug up potatoes. Afterward,
we took turns using a large mallet to pound out
Injeolmi (Korean rice cake). What’s more the
farmer’s wife took our potatoes and boiled them,
providing us with a snack before lunch. There’s
nothing quite as tasty as freshly harvested and
prepared potatoes. With just a touch of salt, the
steaming white tubers tasted fantastic.
Back in the city, we visited Gyesan Cathedral
(first gothic style building of the Yeongnam area)
and Hanok House of Yi Sang-Hwa (a famous
Korean poet). It was startling to see how small
the poet’s house was. Later, we stopped by the
Seomun Market (formerly known as Daegu-Keun
Market). This market is steeped in history. Along
with Pyeongyang Market and Ganggyeong Market,
Seomun Market was one of the three main
markets during the Joseon Dynasty.

FLAMING STEAKS
The Seomun Night Market opened quite recently
in June 2016. After 7:00pm the market turns into
a night market that’s well over 350m long and
features over 80 kiosks selling both local delights
along with popular Western dishes. Here you’ll see
everything from flaming steaks, pickled kimchi to
a magician who sells ice cream.
The following day we took the Palgongsan
Cable Car to check the views of Daegu city from
the observatory. The views were almost Alpine
in nature—from verdant green pine forests to
jagged mountain peaks.
Along the way to Busan
we stopped at Tongdasa
Temple, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in Yangsan
city. Located in southern
part of Mt. Chiseosan,
Tongdosa Temple is
famous for not having
any Buddhist statues in
the temple. If you admire
things Buddhist then
you will find this temple
fascinating.

FRESH, RAW & RARE
Later that night in Busan
we dinned on that city’s
local seafood delicacies
at the Haeundae Food
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Tent Zone. All of the dishes were fresh from the
sea and raw. We ate baby octopus, abalone and
a very odd looking creature called a “sea squirt.”
Sea squirts are a marine invertebrate. They got
their name because of their habit of contracting
their bodies sharply and squirting out water when
disturbed. Some great tasting Korean beer and
Soju or Korean rice wine helped wash down this
living feast.
Haedong Yonggungsa Temple, which is
situated on the coast of the northeastern part
of Busan, was our next destination. This superb
attraction offers a rare find as the temple is
situated along the shore; most temples in
Korea are located in the mountains. The great
Buddhist teacher Naong during the Goryeo
Dynasty built Haedong Yonggungsa Temple in
1376. Haesu Gwaneum Daebul (Seawater Great
Goddess Buddha), Daeungjeon Main Sanctuary,
Yongwangdang Shrine, Gulbeop Buddhist
Sanctum (enclosed in a cave), and a three-story
pagoda with four lions can all be seen looking
out over the ocean. When visiting the temple go
early as by mid-morning the temple can become
crowded.
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REFLECTIVE MOOD
After the temple and
on the way our group
stopped at the UN
Memorial Cemetery
just outside Busan. The
cemetery honors UN
soldiers who were killed
in the Korean War. This
serene park spreads
across a grassy plain
of 135,000sq/m.
The memorial creates
a somber, reflective
mood. Pillars
representing each
country that took
part in the conflict list
the names of those
killed in the conflict.
By far, the United
States sacrificed the
most with more than
50,000 of its warriors
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killed. The next country with the highest number
of death was the UK with nearly 1,200 who gave
their lives.
After the somber WWII Cemetery we lunched
at the famous Choryang Milmyeon restaurant
that serves delicious cold wheat noodles and
dumplings. Cold noodles may seem strange but
they tasted super. And the dumplings adorned
with a few drops of vinegar are simply wonderful.
After lunch, we set out for a much-needed
walk to Busan’s Bupyeong Market, also known
as Kkangtong (tin can) Market. It earned that
moniker when it offered imported canned goods
from the United States during the Korean War.
As we strolled down the road, we came to Gukje
Market.

MORE MARKETS
Following the Korean War, refugees who fled to
Busan set up stalls in order to make a living,
and this was the beginning of the Gukje Market
(gukje meaning “international” in Korean).
We continued on our walk and finally reached
Jagalchi Market, Korea’s largest seafood market.
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Here you can select fish and have it brought up to
the restaurants above the market to be prepared
for your meal. It’s clean and surprisingly doesn’t
smell fishy, which means the seafood is super
fresh.
One thing you’ll discover while visiting Busan
is just how the Korean War affected the city.
In pockets located around the city you’ll find
refugee camps that became, over time, vibrant
tourist attractions. Whether they offer food stalls
or coffee shops these areas are brightly painted
and offer unique views of the surrounding city.
Usually placed on top of hills these “camps” have
unmatched views of the city and ocean
Our trip ended with a stay at the airport hotel,
so we could catch our 8:00am flight back to
Singapore. All of us in our tour were grateful to
the Korean Tourism Organization for its generosity
and hospitality while showing us the many unique
attractions that southeast Korea offers. It’s
defiantly well worth visiting. So the next time you
think of visiting Korea remember there’s much
more than just Seoul. v
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KARUIZAWA:

AN ATAS PLACE

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR AN UPMARKET DESTINATION WHERE YOU CAN
EXPLORE MUSEUMS AND ART GALLERIES FERRY DE BAKKER WRITES THAT
KARUIZAWA, JAPAN IS THE PLACE FOR YOU.

K

aruizawa has been known as a summer
resort for wealthy Tokyo residents for
many decades. To say it is an upmarket
place would be an understatement.
The attractive village, surrounded by
an active volcano, resplendent nature and, at
an altitude of some 1,000 meters, offering
captivating views, really is what we in Singapore
would refer to as an atas place.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
Its history goes back centuries, when it was one
of the post-towns on the Nakasendo Way, which
linked Tokyo with Kyoto. Missionaries discovered

it in the late 19th
century and it became
popular because of its
location, attractiveness
and mild summer
climate. In the 1930s,
many distinguished
artists, poets and
novelists frequented
the place as their
summer hangout.
During the second
world war foreigners
were ordered to

leave Tokyo. Those from the Western allies had
to either leave the country or be interned in
Kobe. Foreign nationals from Nazi Germany and
Italy were placed in an area near Mount Fuji.
Others, from countries that were not considered
enemies, such as Hungary and Sweden, were
sent to Karuizawa.

ROMANCE BLOOMS
The American photographer, Tom Haar, born
in Tokyo in 1941, spent several years of his
childhood there with his Hungarian parents. In
2001 he edited a book containing photographs
of Karuizawa taken by his father during the

CULTURAL ASIA

1940s. A few years
later, he returned to
the area, staying there
for some months on a
Fulbright grant to do
research on the history
of the village.
In the late 1950s
the then Crown-Prince
Akihito met his future
wife Michiko on a
tennis court and since
then Karuizawa also
has emerged as a
romantic destination
for Japanese lovers.

UNIQUE HOTELS
As might be expected,
Karuizawa is home to
a number of genuinely
unique hotels. The
usual, global chains
are not to be found
here. Instead, historic
accommodations,
modern architecture
and splendid ryokans
offer many choices
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from which to pick.
A few standouts: the Mampei Hotel was
originally known as the Kameya Inn, founded in
1764 to offer a bed for the night to travellers on
the Nakasendo Way. In the late 1800s it was
transformed into the city’s first Western-style
hotel. It currently has 109 rooms and operates
four different restaurants, all of high quality.

A PLACE TO CHILL
No restaurants in the Shishi-Iwa House. This new
entry on the market was designed by Shigeru
Ban, one of Japan’s most celebrated architects
and best known for his work with wood, carton
board and paper. This Pritzker-laureate created
temporary shelters for victims of the 2011
Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, as well as for
refugees in various parts of the world. Completed
in 2018, the Shishi-Iwa House is a boutique hotel
with 10 rooms, and a particularly spacious living
room for guests to gather. This is a place to chill
out, if ever there was one.
The Kutsukake Stay and the Tsuruya Ryokan
are amazing Japanese inns to consider for
those interested in tradition and comfort. Highly
recommended too is Kyukaruizawa Kikyo, part
of the Curio Collection by Hilton. It is described
by the American chain’s marketeers as the
company’s first private luxury hotel, and they
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are not kidding! This is a hotel you would like to
stay at for any special occasion, or when you have
nothing to celebrate at all.

FRENCH & ITALIAN
I haven’t been able to count them, but when
walking, cycling or driving around the Karuizawa
area, you get the distinct feeling that there
are more French and Italian than Japanese
restaurants in this upmarket town. Whenever I
mentioned this to local residents they would smile
and respond, “That’s what the Edokko, as we call
people from Tokyo, prefer to eat.”
In any case, we particularly liked Cercle, a
simple bistro with a splendid wine list. Also, the
highly-rated Bleston Court Yukawatan certainly
lives up to its reputation. There are many other
great eateries in Karuizawa, as a quick Google
search will show you.

INSPIRING ART
I love contemporary art museums. Art, and in
particular modern art, inspires me. This relatively
small town offers in art museums what I had
hoped for and then some. Let us first of all look at
the Sezon Museum of Modern Art. Established in
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exhibitions. Not done yet? There are many more
museums in this resort town, as well as art
galleries, than you can imagine.
Worth visiting, for example, are the Museum
of Contemporary Art Karuizawa, the H. Tazaki
Museum of Art, the Hori Tatsuo Literature
Museum, the Karuizawa Station Building
Memorial and the Musée Le Vent, just to name a
few. So, if you have only a few days to spend in
this surprising area, you will have to prioritise, as
it will be impossible to see them all.

ANYTHING ELSE?

the early 1960s in Tokyo, it moved to its current
location in 1981 and is justifiably famous for
its over 500 works of the world’s leading 20th
century artists, including Jackson Pollock, Wassily
Kandinsky, Kazumi Nakamura, Jasper Johns, Paul
Klee and Mark Rothko.
It also has on display one of Jean Tinguely’s
most impressive and largest moving works,
Pandemonium No. 1, created in 1984. Every 30
minutes, a museum employee turns on a switch
and you are met by a symphony of bells, or a
cacophony of sounds, if you will.

OTHERWORLDLY BEAUTY
The Hiroshi Senju Museum is beautiful in an
otherworldly sort of way. The architect is Ryue
Nishizawa, the youngest ever Pritzker Prize
recipient. He created a very delicate and lightfilled structure with mainly floor-to-ceiling glass
walls and gently curved open exhibition spaces. It
is surrounded by a garden with a wide variety of
coloured-leaf trees.
As the name of the museum indicates, it
is owned by and dedicated to one of Japan’s
most renowned painters, Hiroshi Senju. He is
an internationally recognized Nihonga artist. A

reaction to Western
art that had become
popular at the time, the
Nihonga style emerged
at the turn of the 19th
century in Japan.
Senju’s large-size works
are peaceful, almost
Zen-like and capture
everyone’s attention.
All in all, a visit to this
museum is one you
would not forget easily.
What an experience!

THE ART OF
PRIORITIZING
On to the Karuizawa
New Art Museum, in
the middle of town.
Again, very interesting
because of its
architecture, as well
as for its permanent
collection and the often
daring, extraordinary

Yes, there is an almost endless list of things to
do. For shopping addicts, there is the Prince
Shopping Plaza, a huge discount fashion outlet,
where all major brands are represented. The
Forest of Muse, with its gardens, toy museum
with traditional German toys and picture book
museum, is an unusual and attractive place to
visit, and so are the various waterfalls and the
city’s botanical garden.
There is a charming farmer’s market,
complete with coffee shops and restaurants. The
very popular Hoshino Area has long been a place
where writers and artists have come to enjoy
the beauty of nature and the changing seasons.
Today, people visit to enjoy the Harunire Terrace,
with over 100 Japanese elm trees. It features 16
diverse shops and restaurants.
Those interested in walking, cycling, trekking,
golf, horseback riding and other types of sports
will find ample opportunities to engage in their
favourite pastime. As the area is mountainous,
Karuizawa also boasts one of Japan’s largest
man-made ski resorts. v

Pocket Guide
Mampei Hotel
www.mampei.co.jp
Shishi Iwa House
www.shishiiwahouse.jp
Kyukaruizawa Kikyo
www.kyukaruizawa-kikyo.com
Sezon Museum of Modern Art
www.smma.or.jp
Hiroshi Senju Museum Karuizawa
http://senju-museum.jp
Karuizawa Museum of Contemporary Art
moca-karuizawa.jp
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WHAT’S NEW

CHINA

PETS NOW WELCOME AT
ALILA ANJI

W

ish you could bring
your pet with you on
holiday? Now you can
at Alila Anji, Zhejiang China
which welcomes guests and
their four-legged friends for
a memorable stay amid fresh
air and pristine nature. At no
additional charge, guests can
book a stay with their pets
in the spacious Lake View or
Hill View Villas, which extend
out to a private terrace with
panoramic views. To ensure its
furry guests are well cared for,
Alila Anji has partnered with Zee.
Dog to provide essential in-villa
amenities such as pet food, water
bowls and wet pads. Dog chew
bones are available for owners to
buy from the in-villa pet snacks
menu. The resort provides
66 sprawling hectares of lush

ASIA’S
LONGEST
OVER
WATER
WEDDING
AISLE

landscape for owners and pets
to let loose on. With so much
outdoor space to enjoy, whether
trailing through bamboo forests,
strolling down by the lake or
cycling around the stunning
countryside, Alila Anji makes
for the perfect pet-friendly
escape.
anji@alilahotels.com

Every bride dreams of a one of a kind wedding
and nothing speaks more unique then tying
the knot floating over the Gulf of Thailand.
InterContinental Koh Samui Resort unveils a
suite of wedding packages featuring Asia’s
Longest Overwater Wedding Aisle. Stretching

HOLIDAY INN
RESORTS OFFERS
KIDS A ‘BEHIND THE
SCENES’ VIEW

H

oliday Inn Resorts welcomes
travellers aged four to 12 years old
to try their hand ‘working’ in key
aspects of a hotel through its Little Big
Hotelier programme, a unique edutainment
experience bringing learning through
role-play, on offer across each of its resort
properties in South East Asia. To help
children gain real-world experience, Little
Big Hotelier offers kids the opportunity
to see the inner workings of the property
as they take up roles in key departments,
learning new skills while they have fun
with other children, all under the guidance
of the Holiday Inn Hotelier crew and their
parents. To participate, kids register at the
resort’s Holiday Inn Kids Club, choosing
the time and role they’d like to experience
across a variety of jobs - no matter their
age group - including: Reception, Porters,
Kids Club and Chefs.
www.holidayinnresorts.com

390 feet over the Gulf of Thailand, couples can
say ‘I do’ in a truly bespoke wedding venue. This
isn’t the Resort’s only over-the-water wedding
venue. Couples can say ‘I do’ while floating on
the infinity pool glass island with magnificent
views over the palm grove and Gulf of Thailand.
The Resort is on a luscious 22 acres that enjoys
magnificent views across the Gulf of Thailand,
the famous Five Islands and Ang Thong National
Marine Park.
samui.intercontinental.com

WHAT’S NEW

ROTTNEST ABORIGINAL
WALKING TOURS NOW
AVAILABLE
Visitors to
Rottnest can
experience
traditional
Aboriginal
culture as
part of new
cultural tours
on the island.
Go Cultural
Aboriginal Tours and Experiences offers visitors
a walking tour to learn about Rottnest’s past
and its spiritual significance to Noongar people.
The 90-minute tour includes a Welcome to
Country, traditional sand ceremony, and song and
storytelling with an Aboriginal guide. Aboriginal
tourism opportunities are part of a broader plan
by the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions to encourage authentic cultural
experiences and collaborations with Aboriginal
businesses in Western Australia. The addition
of tours at popular holiday destinations is
a response to demands from domestic and
international visitors for authentic Aboriginal
cultural experiences.
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CAMBODIA

ALL-NATURAL KHMER TONICS
SPA LAUNCHED

C

ambodian luxury jungle
camp Bensley Collection
– Shinta Mani Wild
has launched its all-natural
Khmer Tonics Spa. Nestled in
the wilderness of the South
Cardamom National Park, a
short stroll from the camp’s 15
Bill Bensley-designed tents, the
Khmer Tonics Spa is the perfect
oasis after a day traversing
the waterways on the camp’s
boats, foraging with the chef or
accompanying Wildlife Alliance
rangers on an anti-poaching
patrol. The menu celebrates
Cambodia with chemical-free
tonics made from a unique mix
of medicinal plants, herbs and
spices all of which are present in
the surrounding rainforest. The
spa’s two treatment rooms are
set high up in the tree canopy
amid boulders. Enjoy a river-stone
foot massage while soaking in

a waterfall pool. Experience the
traditional Khmer art of healing
during a full body massage which
employs a range of acupuncture
techniques and passive
stretching. The spa offering,
which includes natural heat
healing, a full-body scrub and a
detoxifying facial, can be enjoyed
anywhere guests desire, whether
that be on the deck of their tent,
atop a peak in the jungle or
aboard a Bensley expedition boat.
www.bensleycollection.com/
shintamani-wild.

INDONESIA

ARTOTEL GROUP IS
“HUMMING’’ AROUND
LABUAN BAJO AND RAJA
AMPAT

A

RTOTEL Group announces its newest
hospitality expansion to phinisi yacht upon
signing an agreement with PT Siji Sysstima.
Due to the change of the use of phinisi as a sailing
boat carrying goods for the Bugis and Makassar from
South Sulawesi, the phinisi has been transformed
into a yacht with luxurious interior design, equipped
with advance diving technology and well-trained
instructors. ARTOTEL Group will provide a one-ofa-kind hospitality experience for 18 exclusive guests
stays in the phinisi Malaillo, a 45m yacht. Facilities
include eight guest rooms, restaurant, lounge, sun deck,
Internet connection, and diving equipment. With its
elegance and sophistication, the, Malaillo was made at
Tanjung Bira, South Sulawesi, where the phinisi was
originally made. Malaillo is expected to sail the seas
around Labuan Bajo and Raja Ampat in March 2020,
and can be exclusively rented for family, corporate,
groups or weddings. In the ARTOTEL style, art inspired
activities such as art exhibitions, workshops and music
performances will be part of the Malaillo experience.
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WHAT’S NEW

SINGAPORE

SIA LAUNCHES $50 MILLION
UPGRADE OF CHANGI
AIRPORT T3 LOUNGES

S

ingapore Airlines is investing
more than SGD50 million in a
major revamp of its SilverKris
and KrisFlyer Gold Lounges
at Changi Airport Terminal 3.
Renovations commence in August
2019 to be completed by mid-2021.
Redevelopment will see a 30%
increase in space and total customer
capacity. The lounges will offer more
generous open spaces, upgraded
facilities and a wide array of F&B
selections. For the ultimate lounge
experience, Suites and First Class

customers can
look forward to a
brand new The Private Room and
First Class Lounge, with carefully
designed luxurious and intimate
seating spaces suitable for both work
and rest. The First Class Lounge
will continue to feature a flagship
bar, and The Private Room, a fullservice fine dining section within the
lounge. The Business Class Lounge
will be expanded and feature four
zones to cater to travellers with
different needs. Customers with a

short transit can have a light snack
in a café setting, while those with
more time can explore a full selection
of Asian and international cuisines
in the dining hall, including live
stations that will offer signature local
delights. The KrisFlyer Gold Lounge
will double in capacity and include
dedicated working spaces, as well
as larger al fresco seating and dining
areas. The lounge will be equipped
with restrooms and showers.

BALI

UNLOCK ART PROGRAMME

A

t Le Meridien, room
keys open more than
doors. Le Meridien
offers complimentary access
to celebrated galleries and
institutions for the culturally
curious traveller. Through
Unlock Art, Le Meridien
partners with cultural
centres around the world to
offer guests local, inspiring
experiences, simply by
presenting the Unlock Art
room key. At Le Meridien
Bali Jimbaran, the hotel
collaborates with Jenggala
-- a renowned ceramic ware
producer handcrafted in Bali
-- to increase
the exposure of
Balinese crafts.
By presenting
the Unlock Art
room key, guests
will have access
to Jenggala’s
Paint-A-Pot
programme,

where they can paint their
own ceramic piece, allowing
their imagination to take over
and create something unique
they can take home. This
unique experience is part of
Le Meridien’s initiative to
expose creative and curious
travellers to stimulating and
inspiring experiences that
the destination has to offer.
This programme endeavours
to bring travellers close to a
different side of Bali’s thriving
art and cultural scene.
le-meridien.marriott.com

RAFFLES
AFTERNOON
TEA RETURNS
The signature Raffles
Afternoon Tea has returned
to the newly restored Raffles
Hotel Singapore at the Grand
Lobby. Home to lavish parties
and extravagant dinners for
more than a century, the Grand
Lobby welcomes guests as
they enjoy Afternoon Tea
amidst the charm of the
historic monument. The Raffles
Afternoon Tea ritual, like the
Grand Dame, was fashioned in
the 19th century. A cherished

tradition since its
founding in Great
Britain, it journeyed to
Asia during the golden
age of travel. The
experience features the
classic three-tier silver
stand with well-loved
scones and homemade
rose petal jam, dainty
finger sandwiches
and enticing desserts.
Adding to this longstanding tradition
are seasonal pastries
presented in a trolley
that are inspired by the
exquisite charms and
the inimitable heritage
of Raffles Hotel
Singapore.
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KOREA NTC
TRAVEL SERVICES

K

orea NTC Travel Services’ mission since its
beginning in 1998 has been to contribute
to the tourism industry by delivering topnotch services through innovation and good
management. The company philosophy has always
been not to spare any effort to be a good role
model of the inbound agent.

GROUP EXPERIENCE
Korea NTC Travel Services is experienced in
handling all types and size of tour groups, from
the smallest number of visitors to large scale MICE
groups of up to 15,000. On average, Korea NTC
Travel Services takes in up to 200 tour groups a
month and as many as 300 groups during the peak
season.

EDUCATIONAL TOURS
In early 2006, Korea NTC Travel Services developed
a new experience for the education market. An
education tour program was created targeting
Singapore schools. From a modest start of fewer
than 100 students a year now a yearly average of
1000 students participate in educational trips to
Korea. The flexible program caters to students of
all levels. A testament to its success was when the
program was accepted by European schools and
now Korea NTC Travel Services regularly hosts
student groups from the UK.

YOUR GATEWAY
PARTNER TO
SOUTH KOREA
of the amazing 4
Rivers Bicycle Path and
started the Riverside
Cycling Tour program.
This wide-ranging
cycling tour program
caters not only to
proficient cyclists, but
there are tours for all
levels. The program
incorporates unique
accommodation, handson experience and
remote attraction sites.
Even the fastest riders
will want to slow down
to enjoy the magical
scenery.

MICE

The topography features of South Korea and
government expenditure on the development of
outdoor sports facilities has given the company
an opportunity to step into the ‘Active Holiday’
category. In 2017, Korea NTC Travel started the
special interest department in the ‘Sport & Culture’
category.
South Korea, being 70% covered in mountains
with many accessible mountains, makes hiking
the favourite activity among Koreans. But due
to the language barrier, many foreigners have
given it a miss. So, Korea NTC Travel has stepped
up to bridge the gap by bringing foreign hiking
enthusiasts to enjoy South Korea’s beautiful rugged
and challenging mountains.

Each MICE event is
unique in requirements
and to ensure every
event runs according
to plan it takes a lot of
effort and coordination.
Korea NTC Travel
Services MICE team
will be with you every
step of the way from
the sales approach,
event planning to event
execution. Besides
matching the venue,
hotels or restaurants,
the program is
designed for your group
even to sourcing for the
special souvenir. Their
third-party suppliers
play an important part
in enhancing the event.

CYCLING TOURS

TEMPLE STAYS

In 2017, Korea NTC Travel Services took advantage

Many of the Korean’s

ACTIVE HOLIDAYS

IF YOU ARE PLANNING A TRIP TO
KOREA WITH A GROUP, KOREA
NTC TRAVEL SERVICES, WITH THEIR
EXPERIENCE AND STRONG LOCAL
KNOWLEDGE CAN ASSIST WITH ALL
NECESSARY TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS.
Buddhist temples are nested in the mountains
guarding their rich 1700 years long history. After
the 1988 Summer Olympic and 2002 World Cup,
many of temples opened their doors for tourists to
experience and understand its culture with templestays.
The team is always very mindful in keeping up
with trends to ensure travel products are relevant.
The young and energetic, Product Development
Team is always on hand to research and hunt down
that special element for your program.
With Korea NTC Travel Services’ experience and
organization, we offer ourselves as your reliable
partner in South Korea, continue to innovate and
develop the program unique to your business, and
to create that beautiful memory in Korea for our
clients.
Korea NTC Travel Services is headquartered
in Seoul with two offices in Busan and Jeju-do.
There are branch offices in Hong Kong, Malaysia,
Kaohsiung, Taipei, Shanghai and Singapore. With a
combined staff of more than 90 they have assisted
200,000 visitors from all over the world in all walks
of life to have a successful and satisfying trip to
South Korea. v

Pocket Guide
Head Office:
5F, 280 Jahamun-ro, Jungno-gu, Seoul,
South Korea
T: +82 2736 8843
HQ@NTC.Travel
Singapore:
#03-05 Sultan Plaza 100 Jalan Sultan
Singapore 199001
T: +65 6396 6606
Singapore@NTC.Travel
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PARK HOTEL GROUP INTRODUCES
SELF-GUIDED WALKING TRAILS
AS A NOD TO THE SINGAPORE
BICENTENNIAL COMMEMORATIONS,
PARK HOTEL GROUP HAS DEVELOPED
TWO WALKING ITINERARIES
THAT HOTEL GUEST CAN TAKE IN
SINGAPORE’S CITY CENTRE.

P

ark Hotel Group’s two full-day
itineraries cover national monuments,
local hideaways, gourmet delights
and traditional Singaporean dishes
in the Civic & Cultural District. These
itineraries include key events and exhibitions of
the Singapore Bicentennial, a year-long event
to commemorate the beginning of Singapore’s
modern history since Sir Stamford Raffles’ arrival
in 1819.

ITINERARY ONE – 9 THINGS YOU DON’T
KNOW YOU CAN DO IN CITY HALL
PRECINCT
The one-day self-guided trail starts at the
Insta-worthy Central Fire Station, followed by
a traditional Singaporean breakfast, then to
the Armenian Church where it features the first
Armenian museum of its kind in Asia.
The guide introduces Yàn restaurant, one
of the gastronomy gems hidden in the National
Gallery Singapore. Visit the oldest surviving
building in Singapore, the Old Parliament House,
which has been converted to an art exhibition
centre. Uncover the stories behind contributors
who have shaped the country at Parliament
Square. The trail includes one of the coolest café

hang-out in Singapore,
while visiting one of
the most beautiful
filming sites of the
movie Crazy Rich
Asian.
The tour ends at
Tablescape Restaurant
& Bar located at
Grand Park City Hall, a
classy restaurant that
provides interesting
cocktails and modern
European favourites.

ITINERARY TWO
-- 9 HIDDEN GEMS
ALONG THE
SINGAPORE RIVER
This one-day selfguided itinerary
features places along
the Singapore River.
Visitors start their day
at Dutch Colony Coffee
Co., then to one of the
city’s oldest and most

beautiful temples – Sri Thendayuthapani Temple,
before moving on to the lush greenery of Fort
Canning Park.
Visit several national monuments, local
eateries and hideouts, light installations, as well
as experiencing an interesting “AR Trail” where
visitors witness some of the important moments
in the Singapore history, such as the signing of
1819 treaty.
The day ends at Porta, a casual and fun
European restaurant at Park Hotel Clarke Quay,
one of the most iconic buildings along the
mesmerising riverscape. v
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KOREA TEMPLE STAYS
PROMOTE BUDDHIST CULTURE

ENJOY AN UNFORGETTABLE OVERNIGHT TEMPLESTAY IN A
UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE-LISTED BUDDHIST MOUNTAIN
MONASTERY IN KOREA.

pressure. Many participants have said, “It was a
very peaceful and tranquil experience. I was able
to learn about Korean Buddhism and traditional
culture. It was time to get to know myself.”

ENGLISH SPOKEN

(SEOUL) Have you ever spent a night in a
UNESCO World Heritage site? If you would like to
feel living history or enjoy a unique get away from
your daily life, here is something that you will
never forget –
Templestay in a “Sansa”, meaning a Buddhist
mountain monastery in Korea.

NEW ON WORLD HERITAGE LIST
A group of seven Sansa located throughout the
southern provinces of the Korean Peninsula, was
added to the UNESCO’s World Heritage List in
June 2018. They include Tongdosa, Buseoksa,
Bongjeongsa, Beopjusa, Magoksa, Seonamsa,
and Daeheungsa.
These traditional Korean temples, surrounded
by mountains, have been designated as a
UNESCO World Heritage site thanks to their
openness and their continuity in preserving
Korean Buddhism. These mountain monasteries
have survived as living places of faith and daily
religious practice for more than 1,700 years from
the fourth century when Buddhism was first
introduced to Korea.

TEMPLESTAY PROGRAMMES
Templestay is a good way to learn Korean
Buddhism’s history, culture and tradition. Many

Korean temples
including UNESCO
World Heritage-listed
sansa offer Templestay
programmes.
Templestay literally
means ‘staying at
a temple’ allowing
participants to
experience a day of
a Buddhist monk.
Usually guests spend
overnight in the
temple, experiencing
early morning
‘Yebul’ (Buddhist
ceremony), ‘108 bae’
(108 prostrations),
‘Chamseon’ (Zen
meditation) and
learning how to make
Buddhist prayer
beads.
All meals are
the vegetarian diet
the monks eat, so
the vegetarian can
participate without any

Templestays are being held at a total of 137
temples across the country. Even if you cannot
speak Korean at all, there is nothing to worry
about as 27 temples provide Templestay
programmes in English and have Englishspeaking interpreters.
If you are not sure which temple to choose,
you may refer to FAQs on the Templestay’s
website. It offers lists of recommended temples
for meditation, hiking, temple food, and ones
with convenient transportation, which will help
you choose. If you have any more questions, you
may send an email to the Templestay Information
Center (support@templestay.com). If you are
with the Templestay, you will get answers to any
questions. v
https://eng.templestay.com
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JURONG BIRD PARK SCORES A HAT TRICK
FOR KING PENGUIN HATCHINGS
THE TRIO OF CHICKS IS ON PUBLIC DISPLAY AT THE PARK’S PENGUIN
COAST EXHIBIT
(Singapore) Jurong Bird
Park recently welcomed
a baby boom in the form
of three adorable King
penguin chicks, that
hatched across a span
of three weeks.
The park last
welcomed a King
penguin chick—
Maru—in 2017.
King penguins
are the world’s second largest
penguin, after the Emperor penguin. They can
weigh up to 15kg and live up to 30 years under
human care.
Percy, Brix and Arlo weighed in at over 200g
each when they hatched and have blossomed
into adorable fluffiness within a healthy weight
range of 7 to 10kg. They are currently on a diet

of herring and capelin and they are fed three
times a day.
The trio was artificially incubated at the
park’s Breeding and Research Centre to
maximise chances of a successful hatching.
After a couple of months under their human
caregivers’ tender loving care, the chicks were
introduced to the rest of the colony.
Visitors will be able to spot them at the indoor
Penguin Coast, tucked safely within the confines
of a corral. Young King penguins are not able to
swim until they have their adult plumage, and
the corral is there to prevent excited adult King
penguins from accidentally knocking them into
the water. The process of moulting can take up to
nine months.
With the new additions, the park is home to
17 King Penguins. Altogether, Jurong Bird Park
exhibits six species of penguins: African, Gentoo,
Humboldt, King, Macaroni and the Rockhopper. v

Whatever the occasion,
PengWine is perfect for any celebration

WELCOME TO THE WORLD

Percy, Brix and Arlo
!1
!

WWW.PENGWINE.COM
LIKE US ON FACEBOOK: FACEBOOK.COM/PENGWINE
TWEET WITH @ PENGWINE // #pengwine

Sales.sg@pengwine.com

Buy 2
bottles of
King 2010
get 1 bottle
FREE.
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DELIGHTFUL FAMILY MOMENTS
AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, TAIPEI
IF THE CHILDREN ARE HAPPY YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE A MORE RELAXING VACATION SO
MANDARIN ORIENTAL, TAIPEI HAS DEVELOPED A PACKAGE TO MEET THEIR NEEDS.

including Taipei 101 and Chiang Kai-shek
Memorial Hall.
Before leaving the hotel, the whole family
will enjoy the luxurious accommodation and
cabana by the stunning aquamarine 20-metre
temperature-controlled swimming pool.
Passionate about pampering its little fans, the
hotel team will ensure that little ones are well
taken care of, with an array of offerings, including
children’s menus and mini slippers, exclusive
M.O. Panda stuffed toys, special bedding and
delicious treats.

AWESOME KIDS
Little ones are guaranteed to enjoy a family trip
to Taipei’s KidsAwesome Children’s Museum,
the ideal place for families to have fun with an
educational purpose. Children will be inspired
by science and nature to explore, learn and
create at 13 themed exhibitions with three major
spaces including The Sky, The Forest and The
Underground Cave.
Available until 31 August 2019, the Delightful
Family Moments accommodation package
includes:

M

andarin Oriental, Taipei has
launched an enticing new
accommodation package,
Delightful Family Moments, that
combines a stay in the city’s most
luxurious and spacious rooms with access
to Taipei’s popular KidsAwesome children’s
Museum.

CENTRAL LOCATION
The hotel is ideally situated for family breaks
in the heart of Taipei, placing guests within
easy distance to Taipei’s finest shopping,
entertainment, dining, and historical areas,

• Luxurious accommodation
• Tickets for two adults and one child to
KidsAwesome Children’s Museum
• Daily breakfast for two adults and one child
(aged below 12) at Café Un Deux Trois
• Extra bed for one child, sharing the same room
• Selection of children’s amenities, including the
hotel’s signature panda bear

SURPRISE & DELIGHT
The hotel also offers a range of experiences to
surprise and delight, including perfectly crafted
cocktails at Art Deco M.O. Bar, tailor-made
holistic treatments at the tranquil spa and
culinary masterpieces at Michelin-starred Ya Ge,
and Bencotto for contemporary Italian flavours. v
www.mandarinoriental.com/taipei.
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PICASSO

– “BIRTH OF A GENIUS” EXHIBITION

NUO HOTEL BEIJING LAUNCHES THEME DESERT DURING THE “PICASSO - BIRTH OF A
GENIUS” EXHIBITION PRESENTED BY UCCA CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY ART, BEIJING.

A

s the strategic partner of UCCA Center
for Contemporary Art, Beijing, NUO Hotel
Beijing is launching the jointly-created
theme dessert during the exhibition period of
“Picasso - Birth of a Genius” in Beijing.

EDIBLE ART PIECE
Inspired by Picasso’s artistic genius, the main
dessert has a rich fruit flavour and white chocolate
mousse filling, together with edible homemade
cookie brushes and jam paint on the palette, giving
you a warm and fun-filled colourful afternoon. The
dessert is available until September 1, 2019 at
Lobby Lounge.
Art is part of NUO’s DNA. Upon entering the
hotel, you immediately feel the artistic ambience
and discover bespoke and exquisite art works
of different styles created by many of China’s
prominent and upcoming artists. Be ready to be
inspired by art at every turn!

SIGNIFICANT EXHIBITION
To coincide with the 55th anniversary of the
establishment of China-France diplomatic relations,
“Picasso - Birth of a Genius” – the most significant
exhibition of work by Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
ever to take place in China – will be presented at
UCCA until September 1, 2019. The exhibition,
which offers a comprehensive overview of the first
three decades of Picasso’s career, is drawn from

the collection of the
Musée national PicassoParis. There are 103
works in total, including
paintings, sculptures
and works on paper,
etc.
Taken together,
these works realised
between 1893 and
1921, tell the story of
the creative formation
and evolution of the
most daring, original,
and prolific talent in the
history of modern art.
The exhibition, curated
by Emilia Philippot,
curator of the Musée
national Picasso-Paris,
has been conceived and
organised specifically
for this presentation at
UCCA and in China.

ARTISTIC FERMENT
The three decades
under consideration
were a period of artistic
discovery and ferment

SELF-PORTRAIT
PARIS, AUTUMN 1906
OIL ON CANVAS
65 X 54 CM
MUSÉE NATIONAL
PICASSO-PARIS
© SUCCESSION PICASSO 2019

for the young Picasso, whose style underwent
numerous changes, from the academic realism of
his student days to this post-war return to classical
style after the great Cubist adventure; from the
alternately sombre and carnivalesque motifs
of the Blue and Rose periods to the primitivistexplorations which ultimately led to the multiple
phases of Cubism.
Accordingly, while reaffirming the coexistence
of several seemingly contradictory languages
in Picasso’s works, the exhibition will put some
artworks from the artist’s personal collection
into dialogue with his own productions, thereby
highlighting the painter’s affinities with the works of
his predecessors or contemporaries.

PICASSO’S RELEVANCE
“For UCCA, this exhibition marks the realisation
of a dream we have held since our opening in
2007, to present not only recent developments
in contemporary art but to examine the very
underpinnings of the contemporary by showing
modern masters,” remarked Philip Tinari, UCCA
Director and CEO. “We believe that the story of
Picasso is relevant to our audience in China, as
individuals here continue to answer the challenges
of creativity, originality, and innovation.” v
W: ucca.org.cn/en
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THAILAND’S HIGHEST RESTAURANT
AND BAR OPENS

M

ahanakhon
Bangkok SkyBar,
Thailand’s
highest restaurant
and bar is now open
at Bangkok’s landmark
destination, King Power
Mahanakhon. Located in
the heart of Sathorn and
directly connected to Chong
Nonsi BTS station, the new
dining
venue is situated on the 76th and 77th floor of
the iconic pixelated building.

AN EXOTIC ESCAPE
Inspired by the Chaopraya River and the concept
of an eclectic journey, a visit to the upscale
modern brasserie allows one to step into an
exotic escape from the usual hustle and bustle of
Bangkok. Tastefully designed indoor and outdoor
seating areas, along with exclusive VIP lounges
offer a comfortable dining venue for guests to
enjoy world-class mixology and unique dishes. As
Wilson Associates’ latest interior masterpiece led
by Tristan Auer, Mahanakhon Bangkok SkyBar is
Bangkok’s newest iconic dining destination.
Marc Begassat, Managing Director of
King Power Mahanakhon said, “Following
the successful launch of Thailand’s highest
observation deck last November, it is a pleasure
to announce the opening of Mahanakhon
Bangkok SkyBar, Thailand’s highest restaurant
and bar. This new milestone is a result of
our passion in creating an exceptional dining
destination and key landmark within a location

A TALENTED TEAM CONCEIVED AND DESIGNED
THE NEW MAHANAKHON BANGKOK SKYBAR AND
ANOTHER GROUP OF TALENTED INDIVIDUALS WILL
BRING THEIR CONCEPTS TO LIFE AT THAILAND’S
NEWEST ICONIC BAR AND RESTAURANT.

that truly
celebrates the
city. We look
forward to
welcoming
local
and international
visitors to King Power
Mahanakhon as
we continue to add
unique attractions to
Thailand’s tourism
landscape.”

EX ELEVEN
MADISON PARK
The modern brasserie
features a menu
of sophisticated
Western and Asian
dishes along with
signature creations by
Executive Chef Joshua
Cameron. Previously
based in New York’s
world-renowned
Eleven Madison Park,
the well-travelled
US native finds
culinary inspiration
from his passion for
travel and exploring

international flavours. The menu is accompanied
by an extensive list of classic cocktails and over
100 curated wines with an emphasis on natural
wines.
Marrying French elegance with Thai-inspired
patterns, the journey starts from the first step
into a wooden panelled entrance. As visitors
emerge into a more refined interior, a luxurious
dining area is decorated with elegant lamps while
floor-to-ceiling windows reveal an impressive
view. Tales of an adventurous yet refined traveller
are told through a large sculpture of a bull
head, French antique books, Japanese ceramic
pottery, and hand-painted vases that lead the
way to an indoor white marble bar area. An
outdoor terrace is transformed to resemble an
urban jungle, surrounding guests in abundant
greenery to evoke the feeling of a forest in the
sky. Mahanakhon Bangkok SkyBar is a journey
that represents an urban escape for the modern
city dweller and worldly traveller.

WELCOMING & ENERGETIC
“The eclectic, yet elevated nature of this oasis
in the clouds mirrors the style that our team
is known around the world for bringing to our
work,” said Auer, Principal of Wilson Associates’
Paris Atelier. “Mahanakhon Bangkok SkyBar
was designed to be equal parts welcoming and
energetic, and we are honoured to have been
selected as the team to bring that vision to life.”
Mahanakhon Bangkok SkyBar will be led by
Johan Per Simon Davidsson, a legendary
force behind the success of multiple
unique concept venues in the Bangkok
hospitality industry. With over 15 years
of high-profile management experience
and a passion in cocktail innovations,
visitors can expect spectacular beverage,
entertainment and shows in the near
future. v
Open daily for dinner and drinks from
17.00hrs to 01.00hrs
www.mahanakhonbangkokskybar.com
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‘SURF AND IMMERSE’: A BALINESE SURF AND
WELLNESS RETREAT FOR WOMEN
SURF AND IMMERSE: A BALINESE SURF AND WELLNESS
RETREAT FOR WOMEN WHERE YOU CAN FIND YOUR
BALANCE WITH PROFESSIONAL SURFER SALLY FITZGIBBONS
AT COMO UMA CANGGU AND COMO SHAMBHALA
ESTATE IN BALI.

C

OMO Uma Canggu and COMO Shambhala
Estate in Bali have teamed up with
professional surfer, Sally Fitzgibbons –
currently ranked third in the Women’s World Surf
League – to launch their first all-women surf and
wellness retreat.

DESIGNED TO INSPIRE
The Surf and Wellness Retreat with Sally
Fitzgibbons has been designed as a celebration of
women’s strength and ability, designed to inspire a
path towards positive change. It has been created
for beginner surfers to intermediate level.
Guests will spend four nights at COMO
Uma Canggu followed by three nights at COMO
Shambhala Estate. This carefully curated itinerary
will take them from the shores of Bali’s best surf
beaches to the peaceful sanctuary of dense jungle
and gentle birdsong. Participants can experience
the award-winning COMO Shambhala Cuisine and
legendary service, as well as the huge variety of
outdoor, relaxing and spiritual activities that are on

offer. In the cocooning
environment of COMO
Hotels and Resorts
guests can wind down
and reconnect, enjoying
one-to-one conversation
with the host, as well
as meeting likeminded
individuals on this
inaugural adventure.

SURFING LEGEND
Sally is a figurehead
in the evolution of
women’s surfing – she
has won 11 World
Surfing League World
Tour Championships
and achieved runner-up
for the World Title for
three consecutive years
and has a reputation for

being the most consistent surfer on the World Tour
Championship. Sally is a passionate advocate of an
active lifestyle and has written two books, Live Like
Sally and Summer Fit - All Year Round.
“It is such an exciting time for women surf
professionals,” Sally states. “Right now a perfect
storm of passion, determination, hunger, belief
and enthusiasm are all feeding into the pipeline. I
want to bring this passion for women in surf to this
workshop in partnership with COMO.”

TIME TO CHILL
The mental benefits of surfing have been proven to
include a reduction in stress and tension. Guests
will therefore be encouraged to let go and relax in
nature’s hold, forging new bonds with other women
and experiencing the shared empowerment of
learning new skills.
In addition to Sally’s guidance, instructors
from Tropicsurf – which has run COMO’s surf
programmes in the Maldives and Bali since
2014 – will provide lessons tailored to the female
physique and personalised according to guests’
needs - whether it’s learning the basics of surfing or
improving the foundations of guests’ technique. v
Surf and Wellness Retreat with Sally
Fitzgibbons runs from November 2 to 9, 2019.
como.uma.canggu@comohotels.com
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ON THE ROAD FROM
SINGAPORE TO PENANG
WHEN MANY RESIDENTS
OF SINGAPORE PLAN THEIR
VACATION THE FLIGHT IS
ONE OF THE FIRST THINGS
THEY DECIDE
ON. WANTING
TO VISIT KUALA
LUMPUR AND
PENANG WE
THOUGHT WE
WOULD DO IT
DIFFERENTLY,
WE’D GO BY BUS
AND FERRY.

FERRY PLIES THE WATER BETWEEN
BUTTERWORTH AND GEORGE TOWN

M

any years ago, Farah and I travelled
to Penang from Singapore by bus.
It wasn’t a particularly pleasant
passage. It was on an overnight
bus and we arrived in Georgetown
early in the morning somewhat crinkled, wrinkled
and grumpy. It was not a time when you could go
on the Internet and browse through a list of the
available hotels, so we bumbled about looking for
a place in the wee hours of the morning.

A BREAK HALFWAY
When Farah suggested we do it again I didn’t
want a repeat of our first experience. Already
more wrinkled even before the trip began, I
didn’t want to arrive in Penang more crinkled
and grumpy as well. Instead of going direct to
Penang I thought to break the trip in KL, give us
a chance to catch up with friends in the city and
then go on to Penang.
Now that we’d determined our destinations,
I got in touch with marketing people for hotels

in Penang and Kuala
Lumpur. I wanted to
stay right in George
Town, not at Batu
Ferringhi as most of
the times I’ve visited
Penang, this is where
I’ve stayed. If you want
a good beach holiday,
with or without the
family, this is a great
place to stay with
many good hotels.
Unfortunately, my
choices for places to
stay didn’t work out
and Farah booked the
Northam All Suite
Penang. Which I wasn’t
thrilled about despite
its excellent sea views.
I wanted smaller and

in the heart of the World Heritage area of George
Town.
For Kuala Lumpur I got in touch with Tania
Joslin at Petrie PR and we soon had reservations
at the new Alila Bangsar Kuala Lumpur, which I
was totally thrilled about.

GOLDEN COACH EXPRESS
With hotels settled, I dropped into Golden
Coach Express, Asian Journeys’ most consistent
advertiser. I told Winnie Sim that I wanted tickets
to KL. “Where are you going?” When I told her,
she recommended a different bus company,
First Coach. “It will drop you in Bangsar,” Winnie
stated. “Our drop is on the other side of the city.
You’ll have to take a taxi to the hotel.”
Disappointed that I couldn’t give my business
to Golden Coach Express I was pleased with First
Coach. Buying tickets for Saturday I deliberately
picked the 10:00am departure which would –
and did – result in us missing the morning jam
at the border. Advantages of travelling by coach –
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GEORGE TOWN, PENANG

ALILA’S FINE
DINING
RESTAURANT
ENTIER

didn’t have to worry about the weight of bags or
liquids or sharp objects.

A COMFORTABLE RIDE
The First Coach coach was spacious and
comfortable and with large windows so we could
enjoy the passing scenery. Admittedly, for the
first part of the trip this wasn’t too exciting as we
had good views of the traffic on the freeway and
the passing Singapore highrises.
There was little delay at customs on either
side of the border and crossing the Johor Strait
on the Second Link is always enjoyable for
the great view. From there to KL there is little
to report about. We enjoyed the snacks we’d
brought, read and we snoozed.

THE STOPS
We made one stop at the very typical Malaysian
roadside rest stop. Had a cup of tea, watched
an old gent do a faceplant when he misjudged a
down step, and happily slithered out of the heat
and into the air conditioning of the coach.
We thought the bus would deposit us at KL
Sentral station at Bangsar – which is one stop
from the Alila, on the LRT line, as we were told.
Where we did land was at a shopping centre
below the LRT line a short distance from KL
Sentral. Using Google Maps it showed that the
Alila was near about, but I wasn’t sure where
exactly. I left Farah with the luggage and tried to
find the best way to get to the KL Sentral station.
As Farah sat with the luggage, she looked across
the rail lines, she could see around pillar blocking
my view and she spotted the Alila. We were
one stop from the station. I wouldn’t have been
amused if we’d schlepped luggage and selves

the few blocks to KL
Sentral only to come
back to where we’d
started from.

LOVING THE ALILA
There are many
things that I love
about the Alila, all of
which I mentioned
in the article about
it in the June – July
2019 edition of Asian
Journeys. Many things
well worth mentioning
again. Particularly the
staff who endeavoured
in every way to make
our stay as enjoyable
as possible. The lobby
is situated on the
41st floor, the pool
and facilities on the
40th floor and the
extensive windows and
high ceilings create
an opulent openness
for light and views.
Views over Brickfields,
Little India and on the
other side Bangsar.
Our corner room gave
us panoramic views,
which I spent a bit of
time taking in.
Alila means
“Surprise” in Sanskrit,

ALILA’S FINE DINING
RESTAURANT ENTIER

ALILA’S FINE DINING
RESTAURANT ENTIER
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but you shouldn’t be surprised at the quality of
the food and the service at Entier, where breakfast
is served and then lunch and dinner. An old
French word, ‘entier’ means whole or entire. When
we had lunch, the staff was very attentive and
encouraging us to try every possible dish. Our
problem was, that just a few brief hours earlier we
had the excellent breakfast.

WE HAVE THE PACKAGE
We have quite a few friends who live in KL, but
some were in Singapore, so we didn’t catch up
with them. However, we did get together with AJ
contributor Stefan Pertz and his newly minted
wife Jacqueline, and David Bowden another
regular contributor. All long-time friends. It was a
rare treat for us to get together outside a group
chat.
As they know the city better than I do I left it to
them to choose a restaurant. Stefan picked us up,
though we could’ve easily walked, and David met
us at Southern Rock Seafood, which was a street
beyond where the bus had dropped us. After
dinner, Stefan lead us to one of his favourite bars
in the area and we checked out the funky Bobo
Kaula Lumpur. For night life, Bangsar has some
interesting bars and restaurants. If you stay at the
Alila it is just a short walk from the hotel.

BRICKFIELDS / LITTLE INDIA
Walk in the other direction from the Alila and
you are in Brickfields with ‘Little India’ providing
energy, eating places, temples, a lot of colour, and
being a great place for taking pictures. In fact, if
you stay at the Alila, you don’t even need to walk
as transport will be provided up to KL Sentral. We
took advantage of the ride and then walked back.
While technically not in Brickfields Maxis
Centre Plaza Sentral and NU Sentral Shopping
Centre have you covered if you are looking for
brand name shops, cafes, restaurants, small
food kiosks or even a grocery store. Outside their
CHINAHOUSE’S ART SPACE

LITTLE INDIA,
KUALA LUMPUR

air-conditioned doors
is the more sultry
Brickfields district.

REDBUS TO PENANG
Under direction of Alila
staff we downloaded
RedBus’s app to
purchase tickets online.
Once again, I booked
for midmorning. I
had no desire to get
up early, eat a rushed
meal just to get on the
road early. We enjoyed
another excellent
breakfast at Entier
before saying goodbye
to staff, who had
become friends.
The taxi took us
smoothly along KL’s
extensive freeway
network to TBS
terminal. No long
waits in the Jam and
we arrived with plenty
of time to pick up our
ticket, have a quick
look around and then
make for the waiting
room to await the bus.

cost us RM36 per person, was spacious and
comfortable. The scenery does get interesting in
places but take something to read or a device to
entertain you as there are stretches of unexciting
highway.
It’s about a five-hour trip to Butterworth and
the bus terminal is at the ferry terminal. Costing
only RM1.20 for Adult fare the passenger and car
ferry runs roughly every 20 to 30 minutes and
takes about 15 to 20 minutes to cross the water.
With local and international travellers on board,
with a gentle breeze fluffing up scents of the sea
and crafts of various types sliding over the surface
the trip began to feel like a real travel experience.

LOCAL TRANSIT
The public transit system in George Town is
not to the level it is in Singapore but the ferry
deposited us at the bus terminal. Using Google
Maps I was able to determine which bus would
take us to The Northam All Suite Penang. It was
an interesting ride, refamiliarizing us with the city.
We were dropped just around the corner from the
Northam.
The room was very spacious, but in the need
of updating. We enjoyed the views of the sea
and one evening we crossed the road
to enjoy the
E
MCMURTI
NARELLE

GREAT
CONNECTIVITY
All the tickets for
George Town were
booked, but there
were many seats
available on the bus
to Butterworth. Once
again, the coach, which
BATU FERRINGHI

CHINAHOUSE HAS
AN IMPRESSIVE
BAKERY SELECTION
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local seafood. The first night we walked into the
UNESCO World Heritage area where we enjoyed
local food for dinner. Over the next couple of
days, we meandered the streets, poked into cafes,
which can be very delightful, walked out on the
Chew Jetty – one of the many historic features
of the former British Colony – and enjoyed the
variety of temples, churches, mosques and other
heritage buildings.

SUSHI IN THE CITY
Some years back I went to the opening of
Straits Quay – then a mostly empty complex
without much around it. Now it has some great
restaurants at “Penang’s first and only seafront
retail marina” and it is surrounded by apartments
where my friends Rahim and Irene Millar live.
Irene writes the Sustainable Tourism column for
Asian Journeys (see page 62).
We met them at the Nomiya American
Izakaya. Irene ordered the sushi special for
us, which was excellent. After lunch, now early
afternoon I must point out, we went to their
apartment and enjoyed a Single Malt whiskey (no
blended whiskeys for this Scottish lady) as we sat
on the balcony enjoying the view. “The sunsets
from here are absolutely fabulous,” Irene stated.
Having been a bit nomadic in recent years moving
from Singapore to Bali to Scotland to Johor and
now Penang, they are enjoying their time in the
‘Pearl of the Orient’.

that stretches between
Beach Street and
Victoria Street.
Trying to describe
Chinahouse is like
trying to describe
Narelle herself. I will
just repeat what she
puts in her newsletter
Chinahouse Cake
Tribune: Restaurant,
Café, Bakery, Library,
Artisan Bar, Wine
Room, Courtyard, Live
Music, Event Space,
Art Gallery, Retail
Shops. Just to be clear,
that is a description
of Chinahouse, not
Narelle. As Narelle
bustled about, we
wandered through
Chinahouse which is a
traditional compound
of three heritage
buildings that are
linked by an open air
courtyard. There are
14 spaces converted
into shops, cafes,
restaurant, galleries,
live music and bakery.

BATU FERRINGHI
Normally I enjoy Batu Ferringhi but arriving in
the afternoon on a very quiet, sizzling hot day
and with a large chunk of the main street a
construction site, it wasn’t quite the same place.
We found our way to the beach and to Bora Bora
where we ordered snacks and drinks and chilled
for a while, keeping a close eye on the sand and
blue water.
We made our way back to George Town before
the Night Market opens. Stretching along Jalan
Batu Ferringhi it has grown in size in recent years.
There is a variety of accommodation in this area
and the restaurants range from beachside cafes
to quality restaurants. For families looking for a
beach holiday this is a good choice.

CHINAHOUSE MAKES THE CAKE
Good friend Narelle, whom we last saw some
years ago at her amazing Bon Ton resort in
Langkawi, splits her time between the two islands.
As it turned out, she would be in Penang at
Chinahouse when we were there. Narelle creates
beautiful and intriguing establishments and has
done it in spades with the 400ft long Chinahouse

DELICIOUS DEATH
During the week there
are 50 fabulously
freshly baked cakes
and 70 on the
weekend. They are
made, along with
brownies, tortes, slices,
biscuits, breads and
pies by Chef Jojie and
her talented team of
10 passionate bakers.
How would you decide?
Narelle took that choice
out of our hands and
ordered Delicious
Death Chocolate Cake
for us. Kill me again!
As George Town
is a UNESCO World
Heritage site the graffiti
art is no longer allowed
on building walls.
This is why Narelle
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set up a space where artists could express their
inner graffiti urges. There is a great variety of
art throughout Chinahouse, which adds to its
character along with the architecture, collectables
and furniture of another era. This is a must place
to visit when you are in George Town.

STAYCATION
For many Singaporean’s going to Penang is almost
like doing a staycation but decades back. The two
former British Colonies have much in common
from the history, the architecture, the food and
culture. In many ways Penang has preserved
much more of it than Singapore has. But with the
desire to modernize it will change and morph, so
enjoy it while you can.
We took a Grab to the airport and flew back
to Singapore. A very short trip compared to going
up, but also a good way to travel. There are many
budget flights between the two cities so it would
be easy to do just a weekend, but the longer
you can stay, the more you will discover of this
delightful island.v

Pocket Guide
Alila Bangsar Kuala
Lumpur
58, Jalan Ang Seng
Kuala Lumpur 50470,
Malaysia
T: +60-3-22683888
bangsar@alilahotels.
com
W: alilahotels.com/
Bangsar
Southern Rock
Seafood
32-34, Jalan Kemuja
Bangsar Utama
59000 Kuala Lumpur
T: +60 1-800-88-3474
W:
southernrockseafood.
com
The Northam All Suite
Penang
55 Jalan Sultan Ahmad
Shah
George Town, Penang
10050
Malaysia
T: +60-04-3701111
info@northam-hotel.
com.my
www.northamhotelpenang.com
Golden Coach Express
317 Outram Road
#01-13 Concorde
Shopping Centre
Singapore 169075
T: 6737 6293

www.goldencoach.
com.sg
First Coach
Novena Square
238 Thomson Road
#03-08 Novena Square
Singapore 307683
T: 68 222 111
www.firstcoach.com.
my
Red Bus
www.redbus.my
Nomiya American
Izakaya
3A-G-16 Straits Quay
Jalan Seri Tanjung
Pinang
10470 Tanjung Tokong
Pulau Pinang, Malaysia
T: +60 4-893 0667
Chinahouse
153 & 155 Beach Street
183B Victoria Street
10300 George Town,
Penang
Tel: +604 - 263 7299
Info@chinahouse.
com.my
www.chinahouse.
com.my
Petrie PR
Tania Joslin <tania@
petriepr.com>
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ASIAN ESCAPES

THREE WAYS TO
EXPLORE THE ISLAND
OF THE GODS
BALI IS ONE ISLAND MADE UP OF MANY
DESTINATIONS. KATE WEBSTER EXPLORES THIS
ISLAND OF THE GODS IN THREE DIFFERENT WAYS;
FOR FAMILIES, FOR COUPLES AND FOR SOLOS.
THE BALINESE GOD BHOMA IS KNOWN
AS PROTECTOR AND JUDGE.

B

Bali, ‘Island of the Gods’, is known as
paradise on earth. With its mountainous
terrain, rugged coastlines and sandy
beaches, lush rice terraces and barren
volcanic hillsides, it is easy to see why.

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Mix this with its colourful, spiritual and unique
culture, Bali is one of the most popular
destinations in the world. It offers something for

almost every visitor
from backpacking
youth to cashed-up
luxury travellers.
How do you choose
the right Bali holiday?
Do you lose yourself in
chaotic Kuta or relax
into the pleasures of
Seminyak? Maybe your

style is to surf wild beaches in the south or just
hang out in Legian. You can go family-friendly in
Jimbaran Bay or savour a lavish getaway in Nusa
Dua. Whatever your agenda, taste or mood, Bali
has the answer.

FAMILY FUN FOR ALL
Away from busier tourist spots, Jimbaran Bay
is nestled on Bali’s southwestern coast. The bay
area is part of the narrow strip connecting the

ASIAN ESCAPES

JIMBARAN BAY OFFERS A QUIETER
BEACH, PERFECT FOR FAMILIES.

Bali mainland and the Bukit Peninsula. The beach
and the bay offer small protected areas of peace
and quiet, making it perfect for families.
It doesn’t have masses of tourists lining the
streets. The pace is mellow and has an authentic
local community. Relax on the beach where the
evening opens to a haven of seafood restaurants
or start the day by visiting the markets.

REMOTE BUT CONNECTED
While you may feel far from the hustle bustle
of Bali, it is just short distances to explore the
island. Depending on traffic, Kuta, Legian and
Seminyak are about 30 minutes to 1-hour north.
Uluwatu is 15 to 30 minutes south. Nusa Dua is
15 to 30 minutes away and Ubud about 2 – 2.5
hours away.
A great pick for a resort fit for any family is
the Mövenpick Resort & Spa Jimbaran Bali. The
resort was built with families in mind, catering to
parents needing a break to kids who know how to
have fun. Their global Family Programme provides
fun, value and happy moments for every member
of the family.

AFFORDABLE LUXURY
At the Mövenpick you can immerse yourself in
5-star Balinese island living at an affordable price.
Just a short walk from Jimbaran Beach and with
Samasta Lifestyle Village on your doorstep, there
is plenty to do for the family. It is what the resort
offers however that makes this a hit with parents
and kids.
Your family experience begins at check-in. I
walked up to the desk and to my three-year-old
niece’s delight, there were small steps up to the
counter allowing her to be part of the check in
experience. Okay, so she didn’t hand over the
passports, but she had a colouring in page and
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KIDS WILL REVEL IN FUN AT THE MEERA KIDS CLUB

pencils to keep her
occupied while I did
the necessary.

SPACIOUS ROOMS
The spacious
interconnecting rooms
are a big plus as you
can open the door and
suddenly you have a
small villa. The staff
had anticipated our
arrival with a 11-month
baby and already set
up a cot. While the
rooms in the resort
are filled with all you
could want, it was the
rest of the resort that
demanded immediate
attention (determined
by the children’s
restlessness).
First stop, among
many to come, was
the kids club. If you
have a boisterous child,
then the pirate themed
Meera Kids Club is
their dream come true.
Open from 9:00am to
8:00pm daily, the kids
club welcomes children
four to 12 years old.
You can take in younger
children, but they must
be accompanied by an
adult.

KID & ADULT ACTIVITIES
Shaped into a pirate ship, the kids club has an
indoor and outdoor playground with a pool, slides
and water features. My niece made fast work
of checking it all out. There is arts and crafts,
painting, jewellery making and even cultural
activities such as Balinese cooking class and
Balinese dress and dance lesson. Best of all, you
can hire a babysitter to allow adult time to relax.
When I say relax, I mean really relax. Starting
with a traditional one-hour massage at the
Arkipela Spa & Wellness centre. From the moment
I stepped through the door, the serene ambiance
engulfed me and moments after laying down on
the massage table, I was drifting off into pure
bliss. Desperate to hold only the floating feeling
after the massage, it was time to relax by the
pool.
Even being a family resort, there are spaces
where the adults can get away and just relax. The
resort pool stretches around the property and
has areas for children and adults only. There are
deck chairs or if you feel like a bit of splurge,
cabanas can be hired for a small fee which allow
more space to spread out. I opted to lounge in a
hammock over the water and sip on a cocktail.

BREAKFAST BAR
Dining is just as experiential at Mövenpick.
Breakfast is enjoyed in the Anarasa Restaurant.
There is a communal feel here like you are home
at your own kitchen, with live cooking stations
and an international à la carte menu for meals
throughout the day. There is even a breakfast bar
for the kids full of creative delights like bananas
dipped in chocolate, sandwiches with smiley
faces, fruit kebabs and more. The children revel in
the delight of getting a plate of their own special
food and sitting in the kids dining area.
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THE TROPICAL POOL AT THE SOFITEL
OFFERS REFUGE FROM BALI’S HEAT

SOFITEL RESORT & SPA AT NUSA DUA OFFERS A BEACH FRONT LOCATION

Adults can sit close to the children while
still enjoying their own space. Lunches can be
shared at Anarasa or around the pool in a relaxed
environment. For a special treat, one night we
headed up to the rooftop at Above Eleven Bali
Rooftop Bar & Restaurant. With views over
Jimbaran Bay and the Indian Ocean, Above Eleven
is the perfect spot to savour the sunset with
live music at the rooftop sky bar. The cocktails
are as spectacular as the sunset and the food
has a Peruvian-Japanese flare. Best of all is the
family zone. Setup with an open-air cinema,
beanbags were filled with bottoms of children
as they watched a movie, snacking on popcorn
and making friends with neighbouring beanbag
dwellers. The setup is fantastic to allow kids to
have their time and parents to have a drink and
eat nearby.

getaway.
Arriving at the
resort, you can be
quite overwhelmed with
its sheer size. From
check-in to check-out,
you are spoilt with
little touches that
make you feel special.
The dedicated checkin lounge, a feast of
sugary delights in
your room at check-in
and the staff knowing
your name after first
meetings all adds to
the service.

SIP ON TASTY COCKTAILS AT
MANARAI BEACH HOUSE

which extends the length of the resort straight
down the middle. Flowering frangipani trees exude
a sweet floral scent and water fountains flow from
stone sculptures, the sound of running water
adding to the ambience. Couples relaxed on pool
chairs, lazily dangling their feet in the water while
stealing kisses between sips of cocktails.

ROMANTIC ROOMS
ROMANCING NUSA DUA
The beach resort area of Nusa Dua has an
incredible collection of luxury hotels facing the
pristine coast. The white sand beaches make
Nusa Dua an idyllic place for couples and
honeymooners.
Located 20 to 30 minutes by car from the
airport and within easy access to Kuta (20-30
minutes) and Jimbaran (15 minutes), everything
is still relatively close. Although Nusa Dua is
Bali’s most developed resort area, you can find
cultural attractions here. These range from
temples, a museum housing arts and artefacts
from Indonesia and the Pacific, to unique natural
landmarks.

FRENCH INSPIRED LUXURY
The Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach Resort offers a
beachfront retreat with French-inspired luxury,
making it a gem for couples looking for romance
in Bali. The 5-star resort is set in tropical gardens
that intertwine around the massive pool, offering
plenty of secluded spaces to have a private

Possibly one of the
most romantic resort
rooms I have seen, the
Luxury Rooms with
Pool leads directly out
to a pool that winds
its way around lush
gardens. It is like you
have your own private
oasis. Couples will
relish the romance of
the secluded setting
and luxurious room
features including the
oversized bed, large
bathtub and rain
shower.
Stepping out of the
room and into the pool,
it was time to explore
the resort via the
waterways. The pools
link to the main pool

HIP BEACH CLUB
As evening drew near and the sun dipped in the
late afternoon sky, there was a buzz in the air
coming from the beachfront. I wandered down
to discover the very hip and vibing Manarai
Beach House. Encapsulating the cool new trend
in Bali of the beach club, I was delighted to
discover entry is free, not only for hotel guests but
everyone.
This is one place where couples can enjoy the
afternoon turn into evening in a social buzzing
scene. The blend of Balinese tradition and
modernity flows throughout the venue where
two swimming pools are lined with day beds
stretching down to the beach. Soaking up the last
of the day’s sun, I cast my eyes over the menu of
unique tastes of international and local Balinese
cuisines and whimsical cocktail selections.

INDULGENT DAYS
The following days at the Sofitel were an indulgent
blur of massages, cocktails, lazy afternoons
of reading by the beach, romantic dinners and
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refreshing swims. Even if you don’t leave the
resort, there is so much to choose from. Breakfast
is the epitome of variety at Kwee Zeen. The
interactive boutique dining with authentic market
feel makes breakfast an adventure around the
world. The thematic cuisine at Cucina makes for
a special night out for dinner. This white table
option brings a Mediterranean wining and dining
experience with Italian Al Fresco amidst the finest
decadent Italian cuisine. For a more relaxed vibe,
head beachside to Toya Beach Bar and Grill where
the atmosphere is more leisurely, serving light
snacks, a seafood barbecue buffet and cocktails.

GOING SOLO IN LEGIAN
Legian is a suburban and beach area on the west
coast of Bali, just north of Kuta and south of
Seminyak. It is close enough to the action of Kuta
while being just far enough away to enjoy quieter
times.
For first timers to Bali and solo travellers,
Legian might feel like just another Kuta, however
give it time and you will find it has its own appeal.
Enjoy an evening walk along the famous Double
Six Beach where there is plenty happening. For a
more social evening, head out for a night in a cosy
club and make some new friends.

SWEET MEMORIES
Legian means ‘sweet’ in Balinese and, as its name
suggests, it promises sweet memories for a solo
traveller. The area has a vast range of activities:
outdoor adventures, hikes, surfing, festivals and
many cultural activities. No matter what – the
atmosphere is always friendly and welcoming.
The airport is south of Legian about 20
minutes’ drive in good traffic. Legian is no bigger
than a few blocks so walking is the best way to
explore. You can walk from Legian to Kuta. Taking
the beach path is very scenic.

SOLO LUXURY
Going solo in Legian doesn’t mean sharing a
room in a backpacker lodge. As a traveller in my
thirties I sometimes like to holiday solo, where I
can enjoy a bit of luxury but without the overdose
of couples. The beach front resort, The Pullman
Bali Legian Beach, delivers just that.
Walking into this urban chic style resort, I
am impressed with the quick check-in and my
spacious ocean view room. Standing on the
balcony I can see the beach and ocean, while the
buzz of Bali on the streets below is fascinating
to watch. It is the perfect balance of action and
relaxation.

WELL LOCATED
Location is key at
The Pullman. I waltz
across the road and
enjoy a walk along
the beach before
collapsing into a bean
bag under an umbrella.
To further escape the
heat, I am greeted
by Ketut who brings
me a drinks menu.
I found I couldn’t sit
long before the beach
hawkers swooped, and
I hightailed off the
beach and went for a
walk down the road.
Legian shops and
restaurants are just
a three-minute walk
away. The market
streets are a mix of
designer shops and
friendly local vendors
keen to sell: sarongs,
t-shirts, pants,
Bintang singlets,
wood carvings, towels,
hats and more. There
are small cafes and
restaurants where
you can find Balinese
cuisine or Western
dishes.
At the roof top
infinity pool, I go for a
swim. Resting against
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the pool’s edge overlooking the beach, I had to
giggle at the hawkers who were still working the
beach, moving in on each new victim. Lazing
about in the pool for the afternoon of people
watching on the streets below while the bartender
from IP Bar brings drinks, was the ideal ending to
the day. Or so I thought. The sun setting over the
beach illuminated the sky to a bright orange and
the funky tunes from the DJ got louder. Now it was
a perfect ending to a day in paradise, Bali. v
WALK THROUGH THE GATE TO LEGIAN BEACH

WATCH THE SUNSET FROM THE
INFINITY POOL AT THE PULLMAN
LEGIAN

Pocket Guide
Mövenpick Resort & Spa Jimbaran
Bali
www.movenpick.com/en/asia/
indonesia/bali/jimbaran-bali
Perfect for Families
Sofitel Bali Nusa Dua Beach
www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-9078sofitel-bali-nusa-dua-beach-resort
Perfect for Couples & Honeymooners
Manarai Beach House
www.ismaya.com/eat-drink/manarai
Perfect for Couples & Honeymooners
Pullman Legian Beach Hotel
www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-6556pullman-bali-legian-beach
Perfect for Solo Travellers
BAG A BARGAIN AT THE MARKETS
AT LEGIAN BEACH
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SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

ONE MAN’S
VISION

‘O
ONE MAN’S
VISION OF
ANOTHER
MAN’S
WASTE HAS
RESULTED IN
A BENEFIT TO
HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS
OF POOR
PEOPLE
AROUND
THE WORLD,
WRITES IRENE
MILLAR.

ne man’s waste is another man’s
treasure’ is a well -known proverb
and one which Stefan Phang,
Regional Director at Diversey, has proven
to be true. Stefan shared with me how he
has inspired hotels to support their local
communities by repurposing their waste.

POVERTY WEALTH POVERTY
Stefan’s journey started in 2013 at the
Intercontinental Hotel in Phnom Penh. Stefan
was struck by the contrast between his
luxurious accommodation and that of local
people living in squalor on a nearby rubbish
dump. The people were so poor and hopeless
that it wasn’t uncommon for them to sell the
only asset they have, themselves, or, their
children. Stefan was moved to find a solution
to help these deprived communities become
self-sufficient.
Working with hotel management, Stefan
identified six waste streams that account
for 75% of waste in all hotels, regardless
of location, size or brand. These wastes
normally find their way to landfill sites. Waste
items in hotels are often driven by guest
expectations. Our high expectations are
fulfilled by room amenities being replenished
daily; linens being laundered more regularly
than they would at home.

SOAP SAVES LIVES
Soap remnants was the first item Stefan
focused on. The solution of how to turn
soap remnants into a sustainable earning
opportunity was inspired by watching
Gordon Ramsey cooking! The business
model collects scraps of discarded soap
and local communities cold press them with
indigenous plants to create a new, better
quality, soap bar. The process requires no
electricity, water or factory. Once trained,
local communities can use a portable press
to make soap wherever they live; in slums,
fishing villages or mountainous areas.
Participating hotels commit to providing
soap scraps and to buying back a percentage
of the new soap. This ensures the community
has a stable market and a regular income.
The soap bought by the hotels is distributed
to people living in poor communities to help
improve sanitation and hygiene. UNICEF

reports that handwashing with soap could
save 800 children’s’ lives per day. The addition
of local plants, such as lemongrass, increase
the health benefits due to its ability to repel
mosquitos, another common issue in poor
areas. Disease caused by poor hygiene has
dropped by 70% in the areas where soap is
being distributed.

SOAP FOR HOPE
Soap For Hope was created to save lives,
enhance livelihoods and reduce waste. The
programme is operational in 39 countries and
has helped over 950,000 people each year. The
Shangri-La is one hotel group that partners
with Diversey with all of its hotels participating
in the Soap For Hope programme.
I spoke with Wong Yaw Ling, Area Corporate
Social Responsibility & Sustainability Manager
for Shangri-La to find out how the programme
is working in my area. In Penang, the ShangriLa works with a local NGO to distribute
regenerated soap to the local poor. Other
regenerated soaps from scraps collected
at Shangri-La are transferred to a nearby
Rohingya refugee centre.

POSITIVE IMPACT
As part of their ongoing CSR programme, Yaw
Ling spreads awareness of Soap For Hope
through education programmes highlighting
the benefits of waste diversion from landfill to
support local needy communities.
I am awe-struck by the impact of Stefan’s
initiative and passion. Through collaboration
with hotels, NGOs and local communities, he
has created a momentous positive impact
on thousands of people by turning a small,
inconsequential item such as discarded soap,
into a sustainable livelihood for communities.

THE JOURNEY CONTINUES
Stefan’s journey continues. As well as Soap For
Hope, he has programmes for linens and coffee
grinds in place, and is working on sustainable
solutions for the remaining waste streams he
identified. These are stories for another article!
If you are staying in hotels that are not
already participating in Soap For Hope, then
ask them to contact stefan.phang@diversey.
com for more information. Saving lives,
enhancing livelihoods, reducing waste and
providing hope to communities, all from scraps
of soap! v
Soap For Hope
diversey.com/sustainability/soap-hope
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TRAVELLER KATE

THE AIR
UP THERE
www.travellerkate.com|kate@
capturedtravel.com

FLOATING AT
4500 FEET IN
THE AIR, KATE
WEBSTER FINDS
WARMTH IN
THE SUNSHINE
AND CALM IN
THE STILLNESS
OVER THE
GOLD COAST
ON A HOT
AIR BALLOON
FLIGHT.

I

don’t mind early mornings but in winter it
certainly is hard to get motivated to climb
out of bed at 4:00am in the dark and brave
the cold. When you have somewhere to go
though, that task is made a little easier.

CHILLY WINTER HOT AIR
This chilly winter morning I left the coastline
at Mermaid Beach and headed inland towards
the Scenic Rim with Hot Air Gold Coast to
climb into a hot air balloon and take in the
sights of the Gold Coast from above.
Stood in the field of a farm, the morning
is still, dark and the chill is lifting from the
wet ground. My attention quickly turns to the
bursts of flames as the spectacular balloon
inflation begins. Once the balloon is fully
inflated, I climbed into the basket which is
surprisingly large. These hot air balloons can
take up to 20 passengers. Not the intimate
four people sized basket I had imagined.

skyline. The stillness was deceiving as we were
obviously moving on the air current, but the
peace and quiet was as beautiful as the scenery.

AWAKENING WORLD
I let my thoughts drift off as I watch the world
wake up below me. Cows moved around
paddocks; cars began their morning journeys. It
was becoming a hive of activity below. I wondered
if they would look up and notice me in the
balloon floating by.
The landing was anticipated to be slightly
bumpy as the basket drifted across the grassed
field, but even that was smooth and uneventful.
It was a perfect landing. The perfect day for it too
with the weather showing nothing but clear skies.
I am told the Gold Coast is a great place for a
hot air balloon ride as the stable and reliable
weather conditions means many more flying days
per year.

A GROWING APPETITE
SMOOTH LIFT OFF
Without a sound we began to float up, up
and away. Everything happened so smoothly.
The air was calm and silent, only broken by
the blasts of flames that continued to fill the
balloon with hot air and send us higher. As we
floated to around 4000 feet, the sun continued
to rise over the rolling hills of the majestic Gold
Coast hinterland.
It was here that I could take in sweeping
views of Tamborine Mountain, Lamington
National Park and, to the east, see the
shimmering tall towers of the Gold Coast

With my feet back on the ground, and after
assisting in packing up the balloon, it was off
to have a champagne breakfast in the gracious
ambiance of O’Reilly’s Vineyard’s historic Grand
Homestead. There is something about the fresh
air out in the Gold Coast hinterland that makes
you work up an appetite.
I perched myself next to the small flowing
creek at the back of the property and devoured
my breakfast surrounded by the magical part of
the valley and think to myself that exploring my
own back yard isn’t that bad after all. v
www.hotair.com.au/gold-coast
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COMPASS POINTS

THE DISAPPEARING
CUSTOM TAILORS OF ASIA
ROBERT STEDMAN
WRITES THAT THE
‘EXOTIC EAST’ IS
NO LONGER THE
PLACE IT USED TO
BE, WITH CUSTOM
TAILORING, FOR
INSTANCE, ON THE
DECLINE.

A

sia used to be known as the ‘Exotic
East’ where tourists were delighted by
elephants, exotic cuisine, river cruises,
tropical beaches, balmy breezes and Oriental
architecture. For men there was a really unique
opportunity when visiting Asia, and no, I’m not
suggesting massage parlors, I’m referring to the
custom tailor.

LOOK FEEL & QUALITY
From Hong Kong to Manila a man could have
a custom-tailored suit made at nearly the cost
of a shirt or pair of slacks at home. And these
were no off-the-rack fits either. Asian tailors took
pride in the look, fit, feel and quality of their
creations. It was truly remarkable. They would
even copy the latest Milan or London fashions.
Men could brag when they returned home that
their suit wasn’t from a store but made-tomeasure with a perfect, flawless fit.
“Oh, you like my suit? It’s from my tailor
in Hong Kong,” they could boast. Even more
astonishing, all this came at a very inexpensive
price. Suits, shirts and ties were ‘cheap’ in
relative terms. A full suit cost a fraction of
the price in the West, often less than $75.00,
depending on the fabric. The average price of a
man’s suit in Los Angeles, for instance, was over
$500 and that was off the rack.

NOT WORK WEAR
According to David Porntip, a tailor in the famed
Bangkok shopping center MBK, “I’ve seen a real
reduction in customers. Most foreigners want a
special one off suit for a wedding or celebration
but they don’t buy them for work anymore.”
In the past, the custom tailor business was
huge in Asia. In Hong Kong, for example, tailors
advertised that when you visited them, they would
keep your measurements on file. If you ever needed
a new suit, shirt or pants they would sew them up
and post them to you…for a very small fee.

READY-MADE SHIRTS
“In those days,” says Hong Kong tailor, Andrew
Ong, “we had plenty of business. We kept five
tailors in the shop just to handle the overseas
business.” Today, it’s a different story. Tailors
now farm out their business. They hire local
seamstress on an ad hoc basis for sewing. They
also send out complicated pieces like shirts,
collars and cuffs to contractors for fusing (where
fabrics are glued to stiffer pieces). We no longer
do that in-house anymore. It’s just too expensive.”
In Singapore it’s the same story. Tailor Eddie
Chen reports that he doesn’t even bother to make
shirts anymore. He sends the fabric information
along with the measurements to a factory that
specializes in ready-made shirts. “I just earn a
small amount as compensation.”

INDUSTRY EBBING
Sadly, the Asian tailoring business is in decline.
There are a number of reasons for the ebbing of
the industry. The first and most obvious reason
is salary. In the past few decades many Asian
countries have joined the developed nations
in terms of pay and lifestyle. That means that
labour, for the most part, isn’t cheap anymore.
Also, rents have skyrocketed in places like
Singapore and Hong Kong and the costs must
be passed on to customers.
Perhaps the biggest killer of the custom
tailor business is that people don’t dress up
anymore. Take a look around any city and you’ll
see people in jeans and t-shirts. Men don’t wear
suits like they used to. Attend a wedding in
Singapore. Guests often wear t-shirts and jeans
to the event.

FAST CHANGING FASHION
Another factor that helped push the industry into
decline was the Internet. Fashion today is fast
paced. In six months, fads can come and go and
the clothes along with it. Today, customers want
cheap clothes that look good but not neccesaliry
last. Why should they? Wide trousers were in
last year; this year pants have skinny tight legs.
The Internet allows customers to cut out a
middleman, and they’re willing to accept universal
measurement and clothes that don’t last. What’s
more, clothes on the Internet are bargain priced.
I believe it was Yves St. Laurent who said,
“Fashion is ugly, that’s why it changes so often.”
Who knows, maybe someday ‘fashion’ will bring
back the good looks, structure, fit and feel of
finely tailored clothing. v

NIGHT MARKET
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TARGUS USB-C
TRAVEL DOCK
Make your mobile life easier with the USB-C
Travel Dock with Power plugging PassThrough. Expand into your two USB-A laptop
into ports, a workstation or easily connect to
conference room displays when you set up for
the big presentation. You can connect a laptop
or monitor, wireless keyboard, or mouse into
the dock. It also passes power from your
power adapter to the host computer
(which is great if your laptop has
only one USB-C port!). It has
pro cable management too
— just place the cable into
its designated slot and forgo
it getting tangled or creating
a mess in your bag.
www.targus.com

TARGUS CITYLITE
PRO SECURE COMPACT
BACKPACK - CAMO
(SPECIAL EDITION)
The 12-15.6” CityLite Pro Secure Compact Backpack M/F
- Camo Special Edition’s Multi-fit cradle fits 12” – 15.6”
laptops; while the tablet pocket fits up to 12.9” devices.
RFID blocking pocket helps protect data while the single
interior compartment
opens backward for enhanced
security and strategically
positioned pockets guard
against theft. The CityLite
has lockable zipper
pulls, reflective strip for
enhanced visibility, and
a panic whistle built into
sternum strap. Contoured,
padded shoulder straps
and air mesh pack panel
increase comfort. It
has two water bottle/
umbrella pockets and the
ruggedized, stand-up
base is weather-resistant.
www.targus.com

NEW BLESSING
ANTI-POLLUTION
LIGHT FACE
SERUM
Designed to pollutionprotect your skin, the
Blessing Anti-Pollution
Light Face Serum was
shown to inhibit or
completely stop free
radical damage in
human skin cells by up
to 52% after one hour.
It protects, improves
and brightens skin and
contains nutrient-rich
avocado oil combined
with jojoba oil to improve
and strengthen skin
weakened by cell damage. It also contains pure
essential oil fragrance of white jasmine, which is
used therapeutically to calm and soothe the skin.
www.antipodesnature.com/sustainability

sg.tourismthailand.org
facebook.com/tat.sg

